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 Abstract 

This thesis concerns itself with a potential relationship between environmental 

philosophy and the philosophy of Martin Heidegger. Taking up the question of modern 

technology as a prima facie cause of environmental damage, I delve into Heidegger’s deeper 

analysis of this phenomenon and its meaning for human life and the world. I focus on the 

boundless aspiration of technology, seeking to reveal the world in its entirety as standing reserve. 

What Heidegger calls Gestell or ‘enframing’ aims to create a system which values and finds 

meaning in mere utility alone. Such a world becomes unconcerned with the unique and individual 

expression and meaning of things, levelling these things into undifferentiated and anonymous 

resources. If place entails a sense of meaning and being with things, humanity loses their place 

becoming ‘homeless.’ I also demonstrate a second-order aspect of this boundlessness as being 

concerned with unlimited potential for the ‘human project.’ Both I take as indicating a cause for 

the environmental damage we now notice. The problem is to reacquaint ourselves with a proper 

sense of place, and to find meaning with things, treating them appropriately. Heidegger calls this 

dwelling. This is perhaps the true theme of this paper. I discuss further the concepts of poiesis and 

techne, as well as poetic thinking, as avenues that allow for dwelling to occur. This is the positive 

solution that I critically engage with as a potential basis for an environmental philosophy. In the 

final chapters, I examine the potential of dwelling with machines, and the re-orientation in 

thinking that could allow for this. While some reservations may be made for connecting 

Heidegger’s philosophy with environmental concerns, I conclude that Heidegger’s thought as a 

whole offers a way for us to begin thinking about finding meaning and value that is non-

instrumental. It is this thinking that contributes most to a proper environmental philosophy and 

attitude. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

In the story of Faust, the eponymous hero makes a so-called deal with the Devil. 

Frustrated and ambitious, Faust agrees to take the offer of unlimited power. In return, 

Faust’s soul will be lost and damned. The imagery is clear of course. For immediate, 

albeit temporary power, Faust makes the choice to be doomed rather than continue living 

his bounded and limited life. The Devil’s temptation was too strong, and Faust too short-

sighted in his hubristic dreams.  

I open with this allegory for its imagery, an imagery that seemingly parallels our 

relationship with our modern technology. By its power we will acquire greater heights of 

knowledge, material progress, and ease of life. Bounds that may have once chained us 

have withered away due to the exponential boom of technological growth. Ill-content 

with anything less, humanity, and Westerners in particular, have thrown themselves 

behind the utopian dreams that infinite technological development seemingly offers.1 

Like Faust’s deal with the Devil, this unbridled power comes at a price. One price 

in particular is the environmental price. It has often been seen in a popular sense, that a 

great deal of the environmental degradation we now notice can be traced back, in one 

way or another, to certain technologies and machines. Pollution and carbon emissions 

                                                      

1 I say Westerners despite the technology I speak of becoming a global phenomenon not limited to this 

culture and geographic area. I choose so due to the apparent origins of modern technology in the West and 

as the centre of the phenomenon. Still, there have been undercurrents of resistance, from the Luddites who 

resisted the industrialisation of England, to many contemporary environmental movements. Elsewhere in 

this paper, I refer to technological humanity to refer to those who have adopted and live in highly 

technological societies. While it is not the case that Westerners are entirely technological, the modern West 

still remains as one of leading drives in technological development. 
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from automobiles to industrial factories, the mechanical extractors necessary to work the 

tar sands, as well as the more subtle issue of over-extraction of resources can all be traced 

back to technological means. In large part, technology may be the essential feature of 

what has come to be known as the Anthropocene, the age where the greatest geological 

factor is humanity itself. The traditional divide between human history and natural 

history has been blurred with the development of technology now available. Never before 

in history has humanity held the capacity to wreak massive environmental catastrophe 

and risk our own capacity to live on the planet as facilitated by technology.2  

But while it is technology that I will focus on, it is the essence of this 

phenomenon that I am interested in. That is to say I am not interested in any specific 

technological object, but interested in the technological essence. This approach was the 

same as Martin Heidegger. As he suggested, “the essence of technology is by no means 

anything technological.”3 There is perhaps something deeper than the misuse, or 

misapplication, of technology; a meaning that is fundamental of the technological 

experience without being altogether explicit. It is this aspect of technology that I am 

interested in making explicit, and, as I will argue, it is this aspect that is of interest to 

analyses of the environmental crisis. Following the works of Heidegger, as well as 

commentators and writers influenced by his work, for example, Michael Zimmerman, 

Don Ihde, and Mark Wrathall, I will examine to what degree Heidegger’s writing may be 

used to support a proper environmental attitude, with an eye to this technological aspect. 

                                                      

2 This can be demonstrated in various ways, from our nuclear capacity, to capacities for climate change, as 

well as encroaching on habitats that sustain biodiversity. This raises the question of our very ability to 

sustain ourselves. 
3 Martin Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” in Basic Writings from Being and Time 

(1927) to The Task of Thinking (1964), ed. David Farrell Krell (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 

1977), 287. 
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As I contend, Heidegger’s work has much to offer in way of addressing many of the 

issues championed by environmentalists.  

This essay is not purely expository however. While I use Heidegger’s analysis of 

technology, I expand on it by bringing forth the notion of boundlessness more explicitly. 

This will be done in Chapter III. The technological worldview, as I will argue, does not 

accept limitation or boundaries. As such, it disrupts what Heidegger called dwelling, the 

finding of meaning and value in place. Indeed, this is the essential problem of the paper: 

how to reacquire dwelling in the technological age. Bringing together Heidegger’s 

various writings, I will argue that to avert the boundlessness of technology, a return to 

dwelling is needed.4 This return will be precipitated by an entire reorientation in thinking 

and worldview, made possible by poetic thinking, art, and what Heidegger called techne 

and poiesis. These are the antidotes to the errors in the technological worldview. I will 

discuss these themes more in Chapters IV and V. 

This essay is ambitious in scope. Not only do I seek to expand on the analysis of 

technology made by Heidegger with the notion of boundlessness, I try to redress this 

problem by carefully analysing and interpreting his claims regarding poetry, art, and 

poiesis. Philosophically, it pins the greater dangers of the environmental crisis on 

humanity’s existential being, worldview, and ways of thinking. Therefore the dangers or 

areas usually thought to be the culprits are merely symptoms of a more fundamental 

problem. Addressing these symptoms may be of some help in a patchwork sort of way, 

but only through addressing the fundamental problem of dwelling will the environmental 

                                                      

4 This idea is not new to environmental philosophy. The notion of dwelling in this context emerges in the 

writings of Michael E. Zimmerman, Bruce V. Foltz, in collected volumes edited by David Seamon, and 

Ladelle McWhorter and Gail Stenstad’s anthology Heidegger and the Earth: Essays in Environmental 

Philosophy. While there is a substantial literature on the topic, I focus primarily on Heidegger’s work, re-

examining it and seeking to add to this wider discussion. 
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crisis be deterred. Heidegger’s thought in this task is significant for its analysis of the 

essence of things. 

Heidegger is not only significant for this study, but central. I have chosen his 

thought for its continued influence in the philosophy of technology and environmental 

philosophy. Furthermore, his existential and phenomenological views, paired with his 

thoughts regarding poetry, language, and art combine to form a comprehensive picture of 

things. And it is this comprehensive picture of things that I think is essential to the 

problems that face us. That the divide, or, the appearance of the divide between natural 

history and human history has finally dissolved has only raised the problem of the very 

essences of our existence.5 Now more than ever, mistaken perceptions of ourselves, and 

the actions we can take, have dramatic effect. Heidegger’s care for both the question of 

Being as well as the more cultural aspects of human life give reason to consider his 

thought as being capable of seeing the interrelationship here. His thought is exceptionally 

versatile in this capacity, and proves to be particularly illuminating when applied to 

questions of the environment.  

In proceeding, I will begin in Chapter II with a discussion of ‘worlds’ and 

‘worlding,’ the subject’s being in their world, and the significance their worldview on the 

actions they take in it. In Chapter III I will demonstrate what the technological world 

consists in, demonstrating the phenomenology of boundlessness that is so dangerous 

environmentally. In Chapter IV, I argue, following Heidegger, that the essential problem 

is that of dwelling, or lack thereof, and that, amongst others, poiesis and poetic thinking 

                                                      

5 This is to say that the domains of humanity and of nature are no longer as clear and distinct. Bruno 

Latour, as one example, shows the extent to which this is the case. As he suggests, “[t]he point of living in 

the epoch of the Anthropocene is that all agents share the same shape-changing destiny.” See Bruno Latour, 

“Agency at the Time of the Anthropocene,” New Literary History 45, no. 1 (2014): 15. 
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ought to facilitate this return. In Chapter V, I continue to discuss whether this return to 

dwelling is possible, with a more specific discussion surrounding whether it is possible to 

dwell with modern technological devices. This chapter further discusses how this might 

be possible, with a focus on the sort of re-thinking that would allow for this capacity 

without disrupting the necessary feature of dwelling.  
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Chapter II 

Worlds 

It is clear that we no longer live in the same world as that in which previous 

generations, centuries ago, lived in. I do not mean of course that we live on another 

planet entirely, but merely that our view of our world, that is to say, our worldview, has 

radically changed. This is perhaps not controversial. We do not for example care so much 

for the metaphysical problems of a medieval monk, just as that monk would likely never 

formulate the need to smash atoms to study the conditions of the early universe. The 

respective worldviews not only lead to differing conceptions of the planet, but of 

ourselves, and our role in the world.  

“Metaphysics grounds an age in that, through a particular interpretation of beings 

and through a particular comprehension of truth, it provides that age with the ground of 

its essential shape.”6 Written in the opening sentences of “The Age of the World Picture,” 

Heidegger’s suggestion is that the view of reality one holds shapes the very experience of 

that reality. This idea of reality might otherwise be understood using the concept of 

‘world’. Prominent in Heidegger’s thought, as well as those influenced by his works, 

such as Don Ihde, the idea of world needs careful attention. In this chapter, I will give 

consideration to its meaning. But not only its meaning. Associated ideas include world 

disclosure, revealing, and earth will also be defined and explained here. Significant in the 

works of these writers, these concepts are also significant to the project of this paper. 

Explaining why will also be an objective here. As I will present, the idea of world that we 

                                                      

6 Martin Heidegger, “The Age of the World Picture,” in Off the Beaten Track, ed. Julian Young and 

Kenneth Haynes (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 57. 
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as beings and subjects have is intimately connected to the actions we can take in the 

world.   

Indeed, it is this very relationship between being in a particular world and action 

that I will develop. A careful analysis of the modern worldview is significant to 

understanding why people act the way they do. Following Ihde’s identification of praxis 

as essential to world disclosure,7 I will further be paying careful attention to ideas 

revolving around action. The question of action is particularly important to my larger 

project, to be seen more clearly in the succeeding chapters. 

Carrying on from “The Age of the World Picture,” Heidegger defines world as “a 

name for beings in their entirety. The term is not confined to the cosmos, to nature. 

History, too, belongs to world.”8 World then is the relationship of beings with one 

another, and our understanding of beings in reference to one another. World is the field in 

which things present themselves, giving rise to meaning between them. The modern 

world, according to Heidegger, is defined by the world picture. “This means” he writes, 

“the matter itself stands in the way it stands to us, before us.” Heidegger continues: “To 

be “in the picture” resonates with: being well informed, being equipped and prepared. 

Where the world becomes picture, beings as a whole are set in place as that for which 

man is prepared; that which, therefore, he correspondingly intends to bring before him, 

have before him, and, thereby, in a decisive sense, place before him.”9 Zimmerman adds 

to this, suggesting that this is how significance is acquired; being “grounded in Dasein,” 

                                                      

7 Don Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” in Existential Technics (Albany: State University of 

New York Press, 1983), 10; Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 12-15.  
8 Heidegger, “The Age of the World Picture,” 67. 
9 Heidegger, “The Age of the World Picture,” 67. 
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these entities acquire meaning through Dasein’s relationship with them.10 The idea of 

world here is one where the “structure of reference relationships constituted by and for 

human existence [is] a structure that enables entities to manifest themselves or “to be” in 

various ways.”11 World may be described as a concept describing this interpretative 

background for beings. 

Heidegger contrasts this with the interpretation of beings of both the medievals 

and ancients. The medieval view considered being as the “ens creatum”,12 with beings 

ordered in their proper rank. Most importantly, being is not “in the realm of man’s 

information and disposal so that, in this way alone, is it in being.”13 Unlike the world 

picture, where being is interpreted through humanity, that is to say, as it presents itself to 

us, the medieval view does not necessitate this. The Greeks too, according to Heidegger, 

had a radically different interpretation of beings. Here the “apprehension of beings 

belong to being” so that again, the interpretation of being and humanity’s role in it is 

altered.14 I mention these differing conceptions, however briefly, to demonstrate that 

world is the interpretation of beings we have. Interpretation is a way of thinking about 

being, and it is this interpretation that gives meaning on what we think things are about.  

It is this way of thinking what things are about, and their relationship to us, that 

gives purpose to action. Just as there are no empty thoughts, there are no empty actions, 

acts that are not directed to something. Don Ihde’s approach is particularly interesting for 

the development of this concept, explicitly connecting it to action. Taking a 

                                                      

10 Michael Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity: Technology, Politics, and Art 

(Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1990), 140. 
11 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 140. 
12 Heidegger, “The Age of the World Picture,” 68. 
13 Heidegger, “The Age of the World Picture,” 68. 
14 Heidegger, “The Age of the World Picture,” 68 
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phenomenological approach, his main concern is with praxis and the interrelationship 

between ways of acting and the world these actions reveal.15 As Ihde suggests, 

“[p]henomenologically it is from the world that I come to understand myself.”16 As he 

goes on to point out, there is an interactional model, writing “to know oneself becomes a 

task, not a Cartesian given, since self-knowledge is no longer direct, autonomous, or self-

contained.”17 More specifically, he is concerned with how people “come to understand 

themselves.”18 Rejecting the Cartesian ego and the withdrawn self, Ihde opts for the more 

immersive methodology of phenomenology. Ihde accepts Husserl’s claim that wherever 

the subject finds itself, it finds itself in a world. “[The world] is present, and its presence 

is what is to be interrogated first…the subject now turns out never to be empty or self-

contained but already correlated with a world.”19 World and self are relational, and come 

to be so through an intentional projection. The model Ihde uses suggests that the 

intentional model operates both ways: “it is both projective, a focused reference to 

world,” he notes, “and reflective, a movement from the world.”20 The disclosure of the 

world to the individual is therefore important in understanding that individual’s identity. 

In demonstrating this, Ihde uses idealised accounts of hunter-gatherer and agrarian 

societies, and their differing forms of praxis, to show the different conceptions of world 

that arise. 

Consider the hunter-gatherer society. The subject here already finds themselves in 

a society given to a specific arrangement of known events, and the corresponding actions. 

                                                      

15 Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 10-15. 
16 Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 13. 
17 Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 14. 
18 Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 10. 
19 Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 13. 
20 Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 14. 
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Here for instance, the hunter-gatherer depends on knowledge of, in Ihde’s words, plant 

and animal. Knowing migratory, flora and weather patterns are all necessary to the 

particular life lead in this world.21 The intentional focus in this world combines to make 

that which illuminates itself as significant. Ihde states that such societies often have 

sacred cults and rituals surrounding the forms of life lead, concluding that "the human 

becomes “like” the “world” which is projected.”22 Likewise, the agriculturalist comes to 

know themselves and the world in similar ways. Domestic patterns and cycles emerge as 

the most significant features of the world.23 Planting and harvesting become symbols of 

life itself. It is not surprising that in agricultural societies across the world, the Harvest 

becomes a sacred day of the calendar. This world discloses such significance, and is in 

part shaped by the revealing of human actions. But once again, it also shapes self-

conception and action. As Ihde points out, the rites and rituals agricultural society takes 

up is an extension of their view of the world. “The dying and rising gods, peasants 

copulating in fields to assure fertility, blood rituals of animal slaughter repeat and 

reinforce the very form of life which mirrors existential praxis.”24 

Michael Zimmerman makes a similar point when he suggests that Heidegger 

moves the precedence away from theory to that of action and practice. For Heidegger the 

person in work precedes any theoretical knowledge.25 Like Ihde, the knowledge of world 

that a subject comes to have is determined by the actions that that individual takes in the 

world. The work of the agrarian gives rise to an entirely different way of thinking and 

                                                      

21 Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 15. 
22 Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 16.  
23 Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 16-17. 
24 Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception, 17; For the entire discussion, see Ihde, “Technology and 

Human Conception,” 15-17.  
25 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 140. 
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world than that of the hunter-gatherer. “[H]uman beings,” writes Zimmerman, “are 

thrown into a world of deeply imbedded, historical practices that can never be made fully 

explicit.”26 The human subject comes to think, and to know themselves, by their action in 

the world. 

That action is often accompanied by tools is a common occurrence, so it will be 

helpful to expand on this meaning. Zimmerman’s study of Heidegger also proves useful 

here. As he suggests, “[t]o take a tool as a tool requires that I know it is a tool.”27 In order 

to know this though, a world is required. Only with the presence of such a world can 

tools show “themselves…conducive to human needs and purposes.”28 Zimmerman uses 

the cobbler as an example. That they reach for a particular tool to hammer leather into 

place demonstrates knowledge of the reference between leather, shoe, foot, and the fact 

that they can go together.29 Only in this world, where shoes have a constituted meaning, 

would tools that make them be understandable. As Zimmerman suggests “[t]here is no 

such thing as an isolated tool; tools occur within an equipment-referential context in 

terms of which a particular thing can reveal itself as a tool.”30 It might be possible to, 

when Ihde talks about the idealised hunter-gatherer or agrarian, that looking at their tools 

would give a large amount of information regarding the worlds they live in. The plow, for 

example, tells a great deal about the world of agriculture. It not only demonstrates the 

sort of world these subjects live in, where fields are seen to be essential to survival, but 

also connected to when the plow is used in the calendar. The plow reinforces, and is part 

of, the referential world of agriculture. Things appear ready-at-hand when there is a 

                                                      

26 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 140. 
27 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 138. 
28 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 138. 
29 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 138. 
30 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 139. 
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referential relationship present to give things the appearance of use. And through their 

use, the world is further disclosed in a new order of reference-relationships. As 

Heidegger suggests of the peasant woman’s shoe, “[its] usefulness itself rests in the 

abundance of an essential being of the equipment. We call it reliability. By virtue of this 

reliability the peasant woman is made privy to the silent call of the earth; by virtue of the 

reliability of the equipment she is sure of her world. World and earth exist for her, and for 

those who are with her in her mode of being, only thus—in the equipment.”31 Our sense 

of our tools, the near unconscious faith in their utility, shows the extent to which our 

world may be taken for granted. Still, if we pay careful enough attention to our tools, we 

can glimpse the world that we are in. 

World disclosure is the way in which the world reveals itself. It is this idea of the 

world disclosing, or revealing itself to us, that has been an essential but yet so far implicit 

concept to what has been discussed. This is the idea of worldhood being revealed or 

unconcealed. Another way of thinking of disclosure is as a discovery. There are things 

present which the subject discovers, and how it is discovered, the interpretative view of 

the thing, establishes the sort of world the subject has. Connected to the concept of the 

fourfold, the gathering of earth, sky, mortals, and divinities, Heidegger suggests that 

things establish the world. In “The Thing”, Heidegger suggests that “[t]he thing stays—

gathers and unites—the fourfold. The thing things world. Each thing stays the fourfold 

into a happening of the simple onehood of world.”32 Things gather together other things, 

uniting them in a unified world. Heidegger makes a similar point in the essay “Building 

                                                      

31 Martin Heidegger, “The Origin of the Work of Art,” in Poetry, Language, Thought, trans. Albert 

Hofstadter (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1971), 34. 
32 Martin Heidegger, “The Thing,” in Poetry, Language, Thought, trans. Albert Hofstadter (New York: 

Harper & Row, Publishers, 1971), 181. 
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Dwelling Thinking.” Considering the country bridge, Heidegger states that this thing 

gathers the fourfold, connecting the earth on either side of the river, shaping the 

perception of the sky, and the meaning of the river and area for mortals, that is, people.33 

This world is disclosed because of this particular thing that sets its surroundings a certain 

meaning. By building things, humans are capable of disclosing the world in different and 

new ways. This idea of building is significant, and will prove central to later chapters. I 

mention it now, however briefly, to note its importance to world disclosure. Things 

gather the world and informs what we can do in it. Things shape the world, shape our 

actions, and ultimately our sense of being.  

 Similarly important, and deserving of brief introduction, are Heidegger’s thoughts 

regarding the disclosing power of art. Using the same peasant woman’s shoes, Heidegger 

contends that art such as Van Gogh’s discloses what the shoes are in truth.34 The meaning 

of this is seemingly obscure, for it would seem to be the case that the meaning of the 

shoes being would be better acquired through using them than through art. Heidegger 

resists this. The painting is not a reproduction of some particular shoe, but the shoe’s 

essence.35 The suggestion being that art discloses the essence of being, rather than 

anything particular. “The art work opens up in its own way the Being of beings…In the 

art work, the truth of what is has set itself to work.”36 The disclosive power of art, and 

what it discloses will be discussed in greater detail later on. Again, this proves as just a 

brief introduction. What is significant is that the artist, perhaps to a greater extent than the 

producer, shapes the essence of things. Disclosure is shaped by art, just as it is by action 

                                                      

33 Martin Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” in Basic Writings from Being and Time (1927) to The 

Task of Thinking (1964), ed. David Farrell Krell (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1977), 330-331. 
34 Heidegger, “The Origin of the Work of Art,” 35-36. 
35 Heidegger, “The Origin of the Work of Art,” 37. 
36 Heidegger, “The Origin of the Work of Art,” 39. 
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and things. The aspects of this disclosure will be further discussed as a remedy to 

technology in Chapter III. 

Here it might be worthwhile to conclude on the meaning of world with a note 

made by Zimmerman. “The world is a historical, hence, partial and perspectival, 

unconcealment of entities” he writes, “[i]n a given historical epoch, entities may manifest 

themselves in a way that did not occur in another epoch.”37 Worlds are transitory, and it 

is this openness to change that is significant. Our place in the world both determines our 

actions, and is influenced by those same actions. The historical world we abide may be 

present beforehand, but it is also shaped and shapes the human subjects that live in it.  

 It remains important however that there remains an element that is unconcealed. 

Heidegger referred to this as earth, the inner being of things. For Heidegger, this inner 

being remains a mystery, for the human subject can only perceive what is disclosed in the 

historical world. However, while it may be tempting to suggest that what is disclosed to 

us is the entire matter, Heidegger would resist this sort of thinking. As Zimmerman points 

out, one could ‘discover’ that fetuses may be used as products, “such a disclosure is 

inappropriate, indeed “impossible.””38 Earth remains as a concept of the authentic 

essence of things, giving forth itself and maintaining an essence not given entirely to 

human shaping. This latter point is important. It suggests that while the world is in part 

shaped by our interpretations, there remains an aspect of proper interpretation, and a limit 

to what we can interpret and discover without perverting that which we interpret.  

The concept of ‘worlds’ is central to Heidegger’s thought. The notes I have made 

here have only been cursory. Here it is essential to recall what has been said regarding 

                                                      

37 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 121. 
38 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 227. 
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world. World is the interpretation and thinking that allows the disclosure of being. The 

world is most importantly that which we interpret ourselves in. It is that which we come 

to know ourselves, and the actions that we take. The significance of the concept of world 

can therefore be put this way: our understanding of the world determines, to some degree, 

our understanding of ourselves and what we can do. There is no view from nowhere. Our 

thoughts and behaviours are determined by action in a present world. Theoretical thought, 

the type that sees abstractions and objects on their own, is only possible given enough 

thought already present in living in the world. The actions we take are both what 

discloses the world, and based on the world already disclosed. Understanding the 

phenomenon of action then depends on a crucial understanding of the phenomenon of 

their world. So too does Ihde allow for this point to be made. Considering the idealised 

forms of life-world that constitute his argument, actions are made based on an 

understanding of both the subject and their relation to the world. The hunter-gatherer 

would be altogether unlikely to stray far from known hunting areas, just as the agrarian 

would be loath to let fields be left untended or overburdened. Of course these are highly 

idealised, but they express the truth of this proposition. World is the field of reference, 

and interpretative relationship of being, of our own and of other entities, that gives rise to 

the ideas in which we live out our being. That this gives rise to what may be called the 

phenomenon of action, or the field of what can be done, is key here. This is significant 

for the coming discussion regarding technology. In short: how we act in the world is a 

reflection of what we take that world to be about. 

The concept of world is important to the understanding of technology, and its 

effects both on the human subject and nature, because our place in the world is an issue 
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for humanity. Zimmerman explains this point. “Dasein exists in the world in such a way 

that its own being is an issue for itself.”39 The essential characteristic then of Dasein then 

is that of “care” due to the concern it has for itself, other people, and things so that, in the 

words of Zimmerman, the essence of human being is its relational engagement and acting 

on and with other beings, as well as a more internal considering of options and ideas.40 If 

this is the case, it provides the framework by which technology can be examined, noting 

its influence on action, the interrelationship of entities, and gathering of the fourfold. In 

order to analyse the phenomenon of technology, one must have a grounding in the 

phenomenon of worlds and earth, and their influence and meaning on and for the human 

subject. Indeed, this is the question I take up in the next chapter. 

 

  

                                                      

39 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 140. 
40 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 140. 
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Chapter III 

Technology 

The previous discussion of world, while brief, was necessary in order to situate 

Heidegger’s critique of what he called modern technology. It is in this chapter that a 

presentation of this critique of technology is made. I will turn now in showing what 

technology consists in, according to Heidegger, and what this discloses about the world 

and the phenomenology of human being. It is in how technology reveals the world that 

will be most pertinent here. In addition to this representation of Heidegger’s views, I will 

seek to make more explicit what I call the phenomenology of boundlessness that is 

inherent in modern technology and the technological world. In order to do this, I must 

also outline another crucial concept in Heidegger, that of dwelling. As we will see, the 

essential problem is not that of technology’s enframing per se, although this is an 

essential component, but the inability to dwell. It is technology’s influence on this 

inability that serves as the most dangerous aspect. While this is a theme that I will return 

to more closely in Chapter’s III and IV, dwelling is significant for understanding this 

critique of technology. Especially in the environmental context which I take up here, 

understanding dwelling will inform the discussion regarding technology and its dangers.  

 In proceeding, I will first discuss Heidegger’s “The Question Concerning 

Technology.” It is here that Heidegger expresses his clearest claim regarding the essence 

of technology. Questioning into this essence, Heidegger rests the idea of technology as 

one of revealing. Revealing, he suggests, is “[b]ringing-forth” and this “brings hither out 

of concealment forth into unconcealment.” “Bringing-forth comes to pass only insofar as 
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something concealed comes into unconcealment” he continues.41 This revealing, 

Heidegger notes, has everything to do with technology.42 Recall what I presented in the 

second chapter. The sorts of tools we use reveal the world in which we live. It is the sort 

of revealing that technology allows that marks its essence. As Heidegger explains, the 

revealing of technology has roots in the concept known to the Greeks as techne. The 

meaning of which, in the words of Heidegger, is a sort of revealing of that which “does 

not bring itself forth and does not yet lie here before us.”43 This refers to such things that 

are built and shaped by humans, bridges and chalices for example, instead of things such 

as a blooming flower that reveals itself to us, or a range of mountains that is already 

present. The roots of technology rest in this concept of techne, and retains its essence as 

that sort of revealing consisting in human creation. 

However, this sort of revealing is not the sort that is typical of other ways of 

revealing, such as the artist or the tool-worker as discussed in the previous chapter. 

Rather, technological revealing consists in two aspects, one of which Heidegger calls 

challenging-forth, the other enframing. Challenging, writes Heidegger, “puts to nature the 

unreasonable demand that it supply energy which can be extracted and stored as such.”44 

This differs from the “old windmill,” according to Heidegger, because the apparatus of 

this structure is left entirely to the wind, by which he means, I take it, the windmill does 

not put any external pressures on the independence of the wind, and merely works insofar 

as it takes in the cooperation of the wind. “[T]he windmill does not unlock energy from 

                                                      

41 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 293. 
42 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 294. 
43 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 295. 
44 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 296.  
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the air currents in order to store it” he continues to note.45 This he contrasts with the oil 

and ore fields, which challenge the land in giving up these resources. This sort of 

challenge “unlocks and exposes…always itself directed from the beginning toward 

furthering something else, i.e., toward driving on to the maximum yield at the minimum 

expense.”46 The coal that was mined from the ground is not merely to make present, but 

“is on call, ready to deliver the sun’s warmth…The sun’s warmth is challenged forth for 

heat, which in turn is ordered to deliver steam whose pressure turns the wheels that keep 

a factory running.”47 Even the Rhine, dammed up with hydroelectric plants, becomes 

something to challenge-forth, something “[i]n the context of the interlocking processes 

pertaining to the orderly disposition of electrical energy…appears to be something at our 

command.”48  

This then may be said to be the meaning, however brief, of the challenging-forth 

aspect of technology: it makes things appear as they are at our command, that we may, in 

the proper application of technological power and organisation, force things into being of 

use to us. “Such challenging happens in that the energy concealed in nature is unlocked, 

what is unlocked is transformed, what is transformed is stored up, what is stored up is, in 

turn, distributed, and what is distributed is switched about ever anew.”49 What technology 

does in this challenging-forth is twist what is proper to these things, that is to say their 

                                                      

45 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 296. 
46 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 296-297. 
47 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 297. 
48 This is easy to challenge however. Why, for example, is a carefully piled stack of hand-cut firewood, 

seemingly stored energy for later use, acceptable (it would seem) for Heidegger, be any different from that 

of the hydroelectric dam? I will return to this challenge in more detail, and offer suggestions for the 

distinction, in Chapter IV; Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 297.  
49 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 297-298. 
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individuality, and turn them, for our use, into commodified resources,50 energy, for our 

use in what we will. This too, Heidegger notes, does not come to an end, and continues in 

“[r]egulating and securing” of what comes to be mere standing-reserve. Standing-reserve 

is that by which entities merely “stand there just so that it may be on call for a further 

ordering.”51 Entities, once given to some level of self-disclosure, are entirely shaped by 

this technological revealing as mere resources for human consumption and technological 

drive. 

Some clarification may be needed here, for the objection can be raised: what 

exactly is the difference between the challenging-forth of coal and that of the peasant 

farm, the dangers of the hydroelectric plant from that of the bridge? Heidegger’s answer 

is that the one reverses the previous order of precedence. Heidegger’s suggestion is that 

“[t]he hydroelectric plant is not built into the Rhine River as was the old wooden bridge 

that joined bank with bank for hundreds of years. Rather the river is dammed up into the 

power plant.”52 The bridge relies upon and does not encroach on The Rhine’s essence, 

while the power plant completely subsumes the river under its own meaning and 

                                                      

50 Commodified does seem to be the correct choice of term here, though commercialisation may also serve 

to elucidate this meaning. Heidegger writes, for instance, “[i]n place of all the world-content of things that 

was formerly perceived and used to grant freely of itself, the object-character of technological dominion 

spreads itself over the earth ever more quickly, ruthlessly, and completely. Not only does it establish all 

things as producible in the process of production; it also delivers the products of production by means of 

the market. In self-assertive production, the humanness of man and the thingness of things dissolve into the 

calculated market value of a market which not only spans the whole earth as a world market, but also, as 

the will to will, trades in the nature of Being and thus subjects all beings to the trade of a calculation that 

dominates most tenaciously in those areas where there is no need of numbers.” See Martin Heidegger, 

“What are Poets For?,” in Poetry, Language, Thought, trans. Albert Hofstadter (New York: Harper & Row, 

Publishers, 1971), 114-115; Elsewhere Heidegger writes in a similar vein that “Self-willing man 

everywhere reckons with things and men as with objects. What is so reckoned becomes merchandise. 

Everything is constantly changed about into new orders…Thus ventured into the unshielded, man moves 

within the medium of "businesses" and "exchanges." Self-assertive man lives by staking his will. He lives 

essentially by risking his nature in the vibration of money and the currency of values. As this constant 

trader and middleman, man is the "merchant." He weighs and measures constantly, yet does not know the 

real weight of things.” See Heidegger, “What are Poets For?,” 135. 
51 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 298. 
52 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 297. 
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domination. While the peasant may farm the land, and the windmill may use the wind, 

the essential difference is that these entities are still given some level of concealment; the 

peasant and windmill does not seek to challenge-forth the wind or the river into an entire 

totality at the command of the power plant. Indeed, this follows nicely into the second 

concept I mentioned above, that of enframing. 

Enframing as a concept is that which necessitates the challenging that I just spoke 

of. This, like challenging, is a sort of revealing and ordering of nature.53 Enframing, 

according to Heidegger, “is nothing technological, nothing on the order of a machine. It 

is the way in which the real reveals itself as standing-reserve.”54 The meaning is this: 

whatever we take to be real in the world is also what we take to be standing-reserve, 

ready to be used for our purposes. This is the essence of technology according to 

Heidegger, and concerns itself with destining. We have seen the sort of revealing that 

technology gives rise to, but this destining is a concept so far undiscussed. Destining, I 

take it, consists in determining what something will become. “Enframing is an ordaining 

of destining, as is every way of revealing. Bringing-forth, poiesis, is also a destining in 

this sense.”55 What Heidegger is suggesting is that technology destines the standing-

reserve of being into resources for our consumption and use. He continues on this point: 

“[i]n whatever way the destining of revealing may hold sway, the unconcealment in 

                                                      

53 World, as discussed in the previous chapter, is a frame of reference and an interpretive network between 

things. Enframing is the process of revealing things as only resources. The connection between the two is 

that where enframing reveals things as resources, the connections and interpretations of the world become 

just a backdrop for resource and energy extraction, orderability, and utility and instrumentality of things for 

human needs. 
54 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 305. 
55 While determining the meaning of destining in its entirety is of a scope unsuitable for this paper, I take 

its meaning as a sort of plan for a thing, so that, the technological destiny of things is just as resource. I 

maintain this as important to my argument, for it is the technological mindset that has no limits on what it 

destines into this standing reserve; Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 306. 
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which everything that is shows itself at any given time harbors the danger that man may 

misconstrue the unconcealed and may misinterpret it.”56 Here we must take stock of what 

has been said so far. The technological world is one where the real is standing-reserve, 

where the essence of this is challenged-forth, and that this is considered to be what there 

is in its entirety. The unconcealed is entirely missing in its authentic essence; humanity 

mistakes the unconcealed mysteries of the earth as a domain that can be brought-forth, 

revealed, and thought to be completely understood, often in the service of making it 

standing reserve.57 On this note, Heidegger suggests that “where everything that 

presences exhibits itself in the light of a cause-effect coherence, even God, for 

representational thinking, can lose all that is exalted and holy, the mysteriousness of his 

distance. In the light of causality, God can sink to the level of a cause, of causa 

efficens.”58 The unconcealed becomes just another aspect of in the chain of causality. 

Dangerous because this is done “without ever considering the essential origin of this 

causality.”59  

Technological destining as enframing, in the words of Heidegger, is “the supreme 

danger.”60 That which is “unconcealed no longer concerns man even as object,” writes 

Heidegger, but rather as “standing-reserve, and man in the midst of objectlessness is 

                                                      

56 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 307. 
57 Heidegger, on this note, connects the practices of scientific inquiry to the technological. He writes as 

such: “Modern technology is not applied natural science, far more is modern natural science the application 

of the essence of technology, wherein the latter directs itself to its fundamental standing reserve so as to 

secure it in applicability”, as well as saying, “The predictability of natural processes, standard for all natural 

scientific representing, is the representational orderability of nature as the standing reserve of a 

succession.” See Martin Heidegger, “Positionality,” in Bremen and Freiburg Lectures: Insight Into That 

Which Is and Basic Principles of Thinking, trans. Andrew J. Mitchell (Bloomington and Indianapolis: 

Indiana University Press, 2012), 40-41. 
58 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 307-308. 
59 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 308. 
60 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 308. 
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nothing but the orderer of the standing-reserve.”61 Entities no longer remain meaningful 

things on their own, but are only meaningful precisely due to this ability to shape them 

for our needs, for their utility and instrumental capacity. Nor does this stop at non-human 

objects and entities. Rather, Heidegger foresees that humanity also becomes mere 

standing-reserve, ready to be manipulated and shaped to the needs of other people, or of 

the driving demands of technology itself.62 Heidegger however sees that this is hidden 

from the perception of humanity, who still see themselves as the ones who command this 

ordering, and remain above it. “Meanwhile, man,” writes Heidegger, “exalts himself to 

the posture of lord of the earth. In this way the illusion comes to prevail that everything 

man encounters exists only insofar as it is his construct.”63 This, Heidegger suggests, 

leads to the mistaken view that “man everywhere and always encounters only himself.”64 

Humanity becomes the pinnacle of existence because existence is everywhere controlled 

by humanity. Humanity is the shaper of nature and its entities, and by their resources, 

comes to use them to satisfy our needs. Ironically, the boundlessness of technology I 

speak of later consists both in this feeling of mastery, as well as technology’s ability to 

make anything, even humanity, into resource. 

The second danger of enframing, consisting of what has been said so far is this: 

enframing becomes the only way of revealing the world. Enframing is essentially 

                                                      

61 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 308. 
62 This goes beyond the typical example of a Human Resource department. Heidegger suggests “[t]he 

human of this age, however, is positioned into positionality even when he does not stand immediately 

before machines or in the industry of a machinery. The forester, for example, who surveys the felled wood 

in the forest and who to all appearances still goes along the same paths in the same way as his grandfather 

is today positioned by the lumber industry. Whether he knows it or not, he is in his own way a piece of 

inventory in the cellulose stock and its orderability for the paper that is delivered to the newspapers and 

tabloids that impose themselves upon the public sphere so as to be devoured by it.” See Heidegger, 

“Positionality,” 36; For further discussion of this topic, see Heidegger, “The Question Concerning 

Technology,” 299. 
63 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 308. 
64 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 308.  
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interested in revealing as ordering, and it is this ordering that Heidegger fears subsumes 

all other ways of revealing. “[E]nframing conceals that revealing which, in the sense of 

poiesis, lets what presences come forth into appearance.”65 This puts humanity in a 

position “antithetical and rigorously ordered” with other entities.66 This according to 

Heidegger is the supreme danger of technology, because it hides “a more original 

revealing and hence to experience the call of a more primal truth.”67 The truth of things, 

their revealing, are no longer what they themselves bring-forth, or in authentic creation, 

as in poiesis, but what is challenged-forth into standing-reserve for human need. Things 

are what the technological world makes them. The world where entities reveal 

themselves properly is no more when the technological reveals it. Zimmerman makes this 

point. As he notes, Heidegger considered “the technological world as an un-world.”68 

Here though it may be useful to define exactly what Heidegger is referring to 

when he talks of ‘modern technology.’ One hint appears in “The Question Concerning 

Technology” when he makes the close connection with productive manufacturing.69 

Heidegger privileges those technologies, it appears, involved in production and the 

making of objects. This nevertheless is a broad category as demonstrated by the choices 

of technology Heidegger makes above, namely the hydroelectric plant, and the mining 

equipment that extracts coal. These however are distantly related to production, only 

being connected to the manufacturing of goods based on the energy these things 

challenge-forth. But the concept of modern technology, in the way I take it, seems still 

                                                      

65 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 309. 
66 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 309.  
67 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 309. 
68 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 227. 
69 “The possibility of all productive manufacturing lies in revealing” writes Heidegger; Heidegger, “The 

Question Concerning Technology,” 294.  
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larger if we consider the productionst cycle. Such seemingly innocuous machines such as 

automobiles and cell phones may not produce anything, at least not on a prima facie 

view, nor do they seem to challenge-forth the earth. Yet their use is entirely in this cycle 

of production. The car relies upon the gasoline challenged-forth from the oil sands, just as 

the cell phone requires the energy acquired from the hydroelectric plant. Both are further 

manufactured in factories of machine technology. While their use may not explicitly 

challenge or enframe the earth, their use nevertheless has this effect. Technology calls 

upon the earth to fuel its ever growing efficiency and need for limitless progress. 

I speak of the car and cell phone as just a few of many such technologies that 

feature prominently in our technological world. Their use have opened up the world to 

greater limits of human reach. No more are people confined to living out their lives in the 

immediate surroundings of their birth, communication can now reach every corner of the 

world; no need to feel limited, the next technological development freeing humanity’s 

capacity for progress is just around the corner seems the call of those with an utopian 

faith in technological development. It is this idea of infinite and limitless progress, 

boundlessness of human capacity that I take to be a fundamental aspect of modern 

technology.70 My above connection between everyday technologies and the challenging-

forth and enframing characteristics Heidegger makes may have seemed tenuous. 

However, they seem intimately connected. To demonstrate this, I may take a more 

roundabout approach in demonstrating the essence of boundlessness in technology. This 

phenomenon of boundlessness is in the essence of challenging-forth and enframing. To 

                                                      

70 While I do think this is an important aspect of technology, it should be made clear that in another sense 

the technological is limiting. As just one example, it limits the potential of how things are revealed, as was 

discussed above. This will also be developed further in the remaining chapters. 
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demonstrate this, I return to Don Ihde’s works to demonstrate this feature of the 

technological world and its influence upon human perception, as well as explicating more 

of Heidegger’s works.  

This sentiment in Heidegger can already be picked out from what I have outlined 

above. Humanity begins to consider themselves the masters over nature, and through 

technology are able to reveal, or so it appears to humanity, everything there is about the 

earth. It is here that the limitless and boundless phenomenon of technology may be seen. 

As we have seen, technology challenges entities into standing-reserve, corrupting their 

authentic being into something that is worthy of use for humans. There are no bounds on 

what can be made into standing-reserve, altering the essence unique to each entity. As 

Zimmerman relates on Heidegger, this “technological disclosure of things was so 

horrifying…because it lacked insight into the intrinsic limits of things; without such 

insight, there cannot be a genuine historical world.”71 Recall what I spoke of regarding 

worlds in the previous chapter. A valid world consists in the proper revealing of entities 

in their authentic selves,72 not the entire entity, as is mistaken in the technological world, 

but with proper consideration to its limits. As Zimmerman suggests, “entities cannot be 

reduced to the event of their appearing within a historical “world,” for entities belong to 

the “earth” which can never be made fully present in any world.”73 There is, as we have 

seen from the previous chapter, an ‘innerness’ to entities of the earth that remains hidden. 

Technology however seeks to reveal these hidden essences. Technology distracts from 

                                                      

71 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 227. 
72 Authentic is to say with proper consideration to the thing. A proper discussion of authenticity most likely 

exceeds the scope of this paper, although I return to a more developed discussion of it in regards to building 

and creation in Chapter IV, and what it might mean to proper thinking in Chapter V. For now, I mean 

merely that something can be revealed in proper or improper ways, and if proper, respect to authenticity 

will be one aspect. 
73 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 226. 
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these proper selves, encroaching and destroying their essence. Zimmerman continues to 

quote Heidegger: “[t]echnology drives the earth beyond the developed sphere of its 

possibility into such things which are no longer a possibility and are thus the 

impossible.”74 As Zimmerman relates, these entities are inauthentically discovered, 

inauthentically created, and that the technological mindset does not recognise any internal 

essence of an entity that may preclude its use as a resource.75 The discovery and creation 

of things in this technological mindset are inauthentic, improper.  

On this note Zimmerman once again quotes Heidegger: “The outstanding feature 

of modern technology lies in the fact that it is not at all any longer merely “means” and 

no longer merely stands in “service” for others, but instead [in the fact] that it itself 

unfolds a specific character of domination. Technology itself demands [fordert] from out 

of itself and for itself and develops in itself a specific kind of discipline and a unique kind 

of consciousness of conquest.”76 The earth becomes something to be controlled and 

dominated by the will of humanity. It is this will that is particularly interesting. As 

Zimmerman relates, this will has become “the Will to Will” and that this technological 

power and domination “to transform the planet into a titanic factory [has] no other end 

than to magnify power.”77 The sense of boundlessnness can be seen then as a result of 

technology in that it transforms the world into standing-reserve, has no limits in what it 

                                                      

74 Zimmerman interprets this ‘impossibility’ as being akin to ‘inappropriate’ or ‘improper.’ Impossible 

because, as Zimmerman writes, “[i]t is impossible to treat an animal like a machine, because under such an 

arrangement the animal would have been destroyed as an animal and transformed into something 

monstrous, something which oversteps the limits proper to animals.” Of course this is not impossible in the 

typical sense of the word. Animals are indeed treated quite often as machines. I take Heidegger’s meaning, 

and Zimmerman’s interpretation, to mean that the thing itself, in this case the animal, is lost. It is treated 

like a machine, and so becomes a machine, losing any animal-ness it once had. It is not possible to think of 

an animal as an animal while treating it as a machine. It ruins the thing-ness of a thing. See Zimmerman, 

Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 227. 
75 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 227. 
76 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 214. Emphasis mine. 
77 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 201. 
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takes from the earth as such, and that this is so mostly as a show of force and power of 

the human will.  

Still, while technology may be boundless, aspiring to transcend limits and make 

anything into resource and of use, more needs to be said on the effects this has on human 

consciousness and world. Like technology’s essence, which has been shown to be 

intrinsically boundless in its revealing of the world, through technological and technical 

development humanity increasingly considers themselves boundless as well.78 The hints 

of this idea may already be seen when, through technology, everything seems an 

extension of humanity. If this is the case, based on what I have said about the essence of 

technological growth, humanity, like technology, will be seen as unlimited in potential 

growth. There would be no limit to human potential. Don Ihde discusses this idea. Recall 

the previous chapter’s discussion of Ihde’ conception of world. Each variant that was 

discussed was informed by a certain sort of knowledge based on existential praxis. What 

the hunter-gatherer and agrarian knew depended on how they acted in their world. As 

Ihde suggests, “[w]e project in terms of some focused form of existential praxis which 

influences, if not sets, the selected forms of knowledge which we will regard as 

central.”79 Self-understanding then, like the two previously discussed variants, depends 

on “a kind of reflection and internalization of the very projected “world” we find 

                                                      

78 The following discussion will more often than not be centred on technological objects as exemplifying 

this sort of boundlessness. While Heidegger saw the most danger in the form of technology’s enframing 

and challenging, as I outlined and accept, this sort of boundlessness that technological objects show is also 

important in noting. Indeed, it is important in noting because I see it as following from enframing. 

Enframing makes things into resources, resources that fuel these technological objects, which in turn 

necessitates further resource extraction. It is not the danger that Heidegger saw in enframing, but I take it to 

be important how else the influence of enframing, i.e. making the world into resources, might connect to 

other forms of crossing boundaries.  
79 Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 18. 
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ourselves in.”80 The knowledge is based on human action, and in what tools or 

apparatuses these actions are taken through, so that now we must look into the influence 

of technology. As we have seen, this technological world is one where domination of 

earth is prominent, so that humanity comes to see themselves, as operators of technology, 

as the dominators. And this domination is unlimited in scope, so that once again 

humanity sees their potential and will as boundless in scope.  

While the boundlessness may be an expression of this domination, there is the sort 

of boundlessness that is not a form of domination, at least clearly so, namely, that 

humanity’s actions, and even fate, are not limited to factors that once constrained it. Such 

factors as location, capacity, or talent are no longer limits on human action; technology 

allows the transcendence of boundaries.81 An interesting insight made by Ihde, however 

fantastical he takes it to be, considers the idea of ritual in these worlds. This point may 

help to clarify this phenomenon in the technological world. The rituals of both the hunter-

gatherer and the agriculturalist both hold up ideals of their world; the meanings of their 

world can be seen therein. Ihde sees the same in the technological world. As he writes, 

“the current fascination of utopias, science fiction, UFOs, and such phenomena as Star 

Wars, Battleship Galactica, and the like illustrates a genre of projections placed in irreal 

                                                      

80 Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 18. 
81 The boundaries I mean include boundaries of place, capacities, and general need for anything besides 

humanity, and the tools available to us. As Heidegger mentions, boundaries of distance no longer remain. 

“All distances in time and space are shrinking”, he writes, which is, I take it, the collapsing of all former 

boundaries. Heidegger goes on to suggest that “[e]verything washes together into the uniformly 

distanceless” going on to state that there is a general anxiety due to “the way that everything presences, 

namely that despite all overcoming of distance, the nearness of that which is remains outstanding.” All this 

to say that the technological gives rise to this distancelessness and erasing of boundaries, the importance of 

which will be explored in detail and defended in Chapter IV. For Heidegger’s full discussion see Martin 

Heidegger, “The Point of Reference,” in Bremen and Freiburg Lectures: Insight Into That Which Is and 

Basic Principles of Thinking, trans. Andrew J. Mitchell (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University 

Press, 2012), 3-4.  
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future time” demonstrate some sort of ritual of self-conception.82 Ihde is right when he 

says this is “a bit of fancy to make a point,”83 as these may be rather insular examples of 

rituals that are intended to represent an entire world. There is an inkling of truth though in 

the idea, and science fiction is apt as an example.  

Ihde’s point regarding ritual and science fiction appears strange though. The genre 

is not so widespread as to constitute a general cultural phenomenon. Certainly, there are 

many who do not enjoy science fiction and yet remain as technological as those that do. 

While it is certainly ambitious in scope, and highly speculative, I see some truth in what 

Ihde is trying to convey. Ihde however might be mistaken in calling it a ritual. A more apt 

term may be myth. What he is trying to convey is this: science fiction may be taken, 

among others, as embodying a wider collection of cultural attitudes. Amongst these are 

that humanity’s relationship with nature is one in which humans can dominate and 

manipulate it for their own needs, another being that nature no longer really poses a 

challenge for action; technology allows for the accomplishment of anything possible. 

Science fiction embodies the view, in at least one sense, that there remains very little 

burden on human capacity. This, I take it, is Ihde’s point: this myth, in its idealised form, 

is an aspect part of our own use of currently available technology.  

Ihde, relying on his own examples, suggests that this demonstrates that “[n]ature 

is at best a background, often spectacular but not itself a force to be reckoned with. Its 

limits have been conquered, including the absolute limit of our present science, the speed 

                                                      

82 Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 20. 
83 Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 20. 
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of light.”84 These rituals then embody the ideals of the technological world, namely that 

of boundlessness. Humanity’s perception of itself has so altered that now the highest 

ideal is this transcendence of limits. The wonder and excitement over the possibility of 

space travel, the colonisation of other planets, is just an expression of this indomitable 

spirit to even cross the threshold of that boundary of even our planetary life. 

Environmentally, this should be frightening. So confident in technology, humanity does 

not even need the planet.85 As Ihde continues, these depictions of “[t]he spaceship as 

“home” is a projection of the present ideal of the totally self-contained and hence totally 

controlled environment.”86 Humanity, in these depictions, no longer need the planet for 

survival, and are able to do so in spaces entirely of their design and making, without no 

more concern for the inefficiencies and randomness of living in a world of things not 

entirely under our control. In Ihde’s words, our home in the world becomes a cocoon. 

Outside the cocoon, any vestige of nature becomes resources for human use and energy; 

Ihde even goes so far as to suggest that nature that is left untouched becomes mere 

spectacle for technological culture as “natural museums…set aside for temporary 

enjoyment and relaxation or escape from daily life.”87 All this is to say that humanity 

                                                      

84 This is a rather humorous example used by Ihde, mostly due to its apparent disassociation with reality. I 

take Ihde’s point to be that this common trope in science fiction, taken as a sort of ritual, suggests that 

nothing remains sort of technological capacity and human achievement. But there are numerous examples 

of technological rituals in daily life that appear more pertinent. Taking ritual as a sort of immersive activity 

into a culture that accepts a particular worldview, one might think of acquiring a Driver’s License as a 

better, and less speculative, ritual of the technological world.; Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 

21. 
85 This might be a flight of hyperbole on Ihde’s part, and certainly is a startling claim. I take it, interpreting 

it as best I can, that his intention is to show that if technology at first enframes the earth, allowing us to live 

for the most part in atmospheres filled with technological objects, then Earth itself is irrelevant. As long as 

the resources are acquired that sustain our technology, there really is no special relationship to Earth. This 

is why technological enframing is so pernicious, for it makes things into homogenous and undifferentiated 

resources and energy that give no proper consideration to their individual origins. 
86 Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 21. 
87 Ihde, “Technology and Human Conception,” 22. 
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comes to see themselves as boundless in regards to their idealised conceptions of life. 

The rituals that take place all embody this optimism in limitless potential for humanity, 

opening up formerly blocked off paths.  

I began this particular discussion surrounding boundlessness seeking to connect 

the challenging-forth and enframing nature of technology with the technological objects 

that are seen to be less caught up revealing nature as mere resource. Cars, cell phones, 

and any assortment of everyday technological objects seem to be less concerned with the 

attitude that embodies the essence of technology. While this may be indirect, these sorts 

of technologies nevertheless settle themselves in this chain of challenging due to their 

boundless essence. They are caught up in the enframing Heidegger speaks of due to this 

boundlessness. For their use, they rely upon the resources challenged-forth by other 

specific sorts of technology, in order to satisfy this human phenomenon of transcendence. 

Indeed, the essence of technology, not being anything technological, may even suggest 

that this question over specific technologies is misplaced. Nevertheless, the discernable 

feature of boundlessness can be seen within. To conclude this point, boundlessness can 

be seen in this phenomenon in two ways: that technology does not see any internal limits 

in entities, challenging-forth what is hidden, and showing them in their entirety, or so it is 

thought, as only standing-reserve, and secondly, that human phenomenology, or way of 

being in the world, gives rise to particular self-conceptions. This latter point is one that 

where, through humanity’s experience of the technological essence, they come to see 

themselves as the sole proprietor of its power, and that by this they are unbounded from 

any limits that once may have prevented such actions. 
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Heidegger’s prescience regarding this boundlessness may be seen from the 

beginning of “The Question Concerning Technology.” It may then be appropriate to end 

where he began: writing on what it means to make a silver chalice, a sacrificial vessel. 

While this sacrificial vessel owes thanks to both the silver constituting it, and its form to 

chalice-ness, there is the third feature that Heidegger calls telos.88 “It is that which in 

advance confines the chalice within the realm of consecration and bestowal,” he writes 

“[t]hrough this the chalice is circumscribed as sacrificial vessel. Circumscribing gives 

bounds to the thing. With the bounds the thing does not stop; rather, from within them it 

begins to be what after production it will be.”89 This is the authentic production known to 

Heidegger as poiesis. This is a concept that I will return to, and expand on, in Chapter IV. 

For now though, it is significant to note the importance of bounds, which gives meaning 

to what is created. Technology has no such bounds. Both in its form as artifacts and itself 

as producer, without bounds has no end, no telos. The technological world has no end. 

Unlike the sacrificial vessel, an artifact producing meaning in its world, technology’s 

resistance to these bounds disrupts any meaning found otherwise in these 

circumscriptions.  

A clarification: While it is true that technology consists in ordering, which is to 

say arranging things into properly controllable, ready to harvest energy, suggesting that 

there are in fact ordered boundaries, such a view would be mistaken. Despite the 

connotations of order, ordering, and ordered, and the apparent revealing of things as only 

standing reserve, these do not accept deeper boundaries and limits. The boundlessness 

that I am outlining consists in the ordering of things into standing reserve. What is to be 

                                                      

88 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 290-291. 
89 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 291. 
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made into standing reserve is limitless, technological enframing appearing to lack internal 

limits. The extent to which this technological enframing challenged things for this 

purpose, so that what was revealed was inauthentic, demonstrates one aspect for the 

transgressive essence of technology. Then there is the second aspect, which consists in 

the ability to achieve greater capacities. While the dangers of enframing and challenging 

are matters of revealing - revealing the world as a standing reserve and energy, a 

significant problem in its own right - there is the question moreover of why. It would 

appear the answer, as I suggested, consists in this greater goal of surpassing the limits 

previously faced by humanity. This I think is connected, and follows from, the essence of 

enframing. To view things in terms of their use and instrumental values, it is not 

surprising that these things are put to use, in ways that are meant to exceed these 

boundaries. The problem this raises in terms of dwelling, a subject I will introduce in just 

a moment and expand on in Chapter IV, is significant. 

 This discussion of boundlessness needs to be put into context. As of yet, there has 

been no explicit evaluation regarding this essence in technology. It is to this evaluation 

that I now begin to unfold. I mentioned earlier that this paper’s theme, while explicitly 

dealing with technology, may in fact lie in dwelling. This is especially useful when we 

are considering the dangers technology poses to nature. Dwelling may be understood, 

however brief this definition may be, as a sense of place. Heidegger’s conception of 

dwelling is one where one finds meaning and value in the immediate and limited. One 

cannot dwell where there are no boundaries.90 This though is exactly the essence of 

technology. Technological boundlessness is incompatible with the dwelling that 

                                                      

90 A topic to be returned to in the next chapter. 
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Heidegger seeks. We have already seen that this boundlessness is conducive to the 

encroachment of nature, making it into mere resources, and revealing it in disruptive 

ways damaging to the essence of things. Dwelling, rather, seeks to dwell with entities 

while letting them be. That the technological essence prevents this suggests the 

prevention of letting things be in any meaningful sense. These are of course cursory 

remarks at this juncture. For now though, it is significant to keep in mind that the 

boundlessness I have presented is, on this evaluation, dangerous. The fundamental 

problems of course stem from the inability to dwell. It is to the meaning of dwelling and 

its achievement that I will turn to next.  
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Chapter IV 

Dwelling 

In the last chapter I closed with a brief discussion of dwelling, its relevance to the 

question regarding technology, and its effects on our relationship with nature. Dwelling is 

perhaps the best framework to understand the significance of technology’s role and 

negative influence in nature. Some comment has already been made regarding this idea. 

Due to the inability to dwell, the technological mindset is particularly dangerous. If our 

broader concern is with nature and our place in it, a return to dwelling is necessary. This 

will be the central argument of this chapter. In order to make the case for dwelling as the 

alternative to technology, I must make it clear what dwelling is. I will address this 

question first. From there I will address the concept that Heidegger calls poiesis. Finally, 

I will address claims regarding that of art, particularly poetry and poetic thinking. These 

latter two concepts, as will be shown, are essential to dwelling. This chapter will 

therefore be divided into three topics each dealing with these concepts. 

 The importance of dwelling is made clear with Heidegger’s statement in 

“Building Dwelling Thinking” when he notes that “Dwelling…is the basic character of 

Being in keeping with which mortals exist.”91 The importance of this question is further 

demonstrated when Heidegger speaks of the “homelessness” of humanity, and the fact 

that “man still does not even think of the real plight of dwelling as the plight.”92 Only by 

giving thought to this plight of homelessness does Heidegger think that a return to 

                                                      

91 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 338. 
92 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 339. 
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dwelling is possible. Thus the essential question of this section will be what exactly does 

dwelling entail. 

 Heidegger’s development of the meaning of dwelling relies on an extensive 

philological study of Old German. In doing so, Heidegger makes a connection with the 

notion of building, the importance of which will be returned to. For now it is significant 

to point out that Heidegger thought that building and dwelling were intimately connected, 

writing “[f]or building is not merely a means and a way toward dwelling—to build is in 

itself already to dwell.”93 Indeed, according to Heidegger, the word for building in Old 

High German, buan, was synonymous with to dwell, signifying “to remain, to stay in 

place.”94 Heidegger continues to point out that this word also means to “cherish and 

protect, to preserve and care for, specifically to till the soil, to cultivate the vine.”95 This 

one meaning of building as the special care for, and nurturing of, the preservation of the 

self-revealing of, for example, the ripening fruit, may be called cultivating. The second 

meaning of the word may be called a constructing, the raising of edifices.96  

Continuing this discussion of language, Heidegger returns to describing the 

meaning of the Old Saxon woun, and the Gothic wunian as “to remain, to stay in place.”97 

However, Heidegger thinks that wunian entails a deeper meaning, meaning “to be at 

peace, to be brought to peace, to remain in peace.”98 This reference to peace, stemming 

from the word for free, entails a preservation and sparing. “[P]reserved from harm and 

danger, preserved from something, safeguarded. To free actually means to spare” writes 

                                                      

93 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 324. 
94 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 324. 
95 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 325. 
96 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 325. 
97 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 326. 
98 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 327. 
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Heidegger, “[t]he sparing itself consists not only in the fact that we do not harm the one 

whom we spare. Real sparing is something positive and takes place when we leave 

something beforehand in its own essence…The fundamental character of dwelling is this 

sparing.”99  

 Already we see hints of the meaning and importance of dwelling to the question 

of technology and nature. The allusions to staying in place, and reaching a sense of 

belonging therein suggest the opposite to the boundless phenomenon of technology. 

Moreover, the reference to care and safeguarding of the essential essences of entities 

suggests an opposing way of viewing them compared to the technological challenging 

spoken of in the last chapter. Dwelling offers us a promising avenue, at least so far, by 

which a return to a more balanced order of things may be accomplished. Thinking about 

building is essential to this return. While cultivating and constructing are examples of 

building, they are also, in the words of Heidegger, “narrower” than the deeper sense of 

building that takes place in the gathering of the fourfold.100 It is this deeper sense of 

building that Heidegger really strives to connect to dwelling, and it is to this that I now 

turn to.  

 The idea of the fourfold is a complicated one. It refers to the relationship and 

unity of what Heidegger calls earth, sky, divinities and mortals.101 In dwelling, mortals 

come to be one in this fourfold. The meaning of this concept is rather ambiguous, but it is 

central to the question of dwelling. “[D]welling itself” writes Heidegger, “is always a 

staying with things. Dwelling, as preserving, keeps the fourfold in that with which 

                                                      

99 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 327. 
100 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 329. 
101 This concept is developed across many of Heidegger’s later writings, but for now, one can take the 

meaning from “Building Dwelling Thinking.” See Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 327-328. 
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mortals stay: in things.”102 Dwelling allows the bringing of the fourfold into things, and 

this, according to Heidegger, is a building.103 To demonstrate the significance of the 

fourfold and building to dwelling, Heidegger uses the example of a bridge. As Heidegger 

suggests, “[the bridge] does not just connect banks that are already there. The banks 

emerge as banks only as the bridge crosses the stream…[i]t brings stream and bank and 

land into each other’s neighbourhood. The bridge gathers the earth as landscape around 

the stream.”104 It is this very idea of gathering that is significant. By this bridge, the 

fourfold is gathered. Just as it gathers the earth in a specific way, that is its connecting of 

banks, so too does the bridge gather the sky, being “ready for the sky’s weather” and 

“where the bridge covers the stream, it holds its flow up to the sky by taking it for a 

moment under the vaulted gateway” altering the very view of the sky.105 Just as it gathers 

mortals for their traveling from bank to bank, as well as divinities, if largely 

unrecognised, such as the presence of figures of saints.106 In this way, “[t]he bridge 

gathers to itself in its own way earth and sky, divinities and mortals.”107 

 It is this concept of gathering that is significant. What is gathered is the fourfold, 

and it is this that is necessary, according to Heidegger, for a sense of place. When the 

bridge is built, it builds much more than this structure, but builds this site, this place. On 

this note, Heidegger suggests that “[t]he location is not already there before the bridge 

                                                      

102 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 329. 
103 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 329. 
104 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 330. 
105 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 330. 
106 Elsewhere, Heidegger notes that the divinities are “the beckoning messengers of the godhead” and out 

of which “the god emerges as what he is, which removes him from any comparison with beings that are 

present.” Still, it is difficult to tell how literal we should take Heidegger here. A fuller discussion on this 

exact point will be made below. See Martin Heidegger, “The Thing,” in Poetry, Language, Thought, trans. 

Albert Hofstadter (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1971), 178; Heidegger, “Building Dwelling 

Thinking,” 331. 
107 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 331. 
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is…[o]ne of them [i.e. potential spots] proves to be a location, and does so because of the 

bridge…a location comes into existence only by virtue of the bridge.”108 Heidegger 

points out that these locales gathered by buildings such as the bridge allow for spaces, 

meaning places for “settlement and lodging.”109 This is characterised by boundaries, 

where Heidegger suggests that “something begins its essential unfolding.”110 This sets the 

horizon by which things may reveal themselves properly, by which I take Heidegger as 

saying that the revealing is not endangering in any way, that it places the thing in a field 

of its potentiality, a potentiality derived at from its individuality, rather than misshaping 

it, such as making it sheer resource.111 Heidegger concludes “Building Dwelling 

Thinking” by stating that building and thinking require dwelling and “if they remain 

within their limits and realize that the one as much as the other comes from the workshop 

of long experience and incessant practice.”112 

Building then seems essential to dwelling, and it may do well to take a moment to 

recount what has been said regarding the meaning of dwelling, and the connection with 

building. Dwelling, it appears, entails a letting be of things, the finding of meaning in a 

bounded place. And this boundary, I take it, is essential for dwelling.113 Dwelling, as 

                                                      

108 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 332. 
109 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 332. 
110 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 332. 
111 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 332. 
112 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 339. 
113 Jeff Malpas agrees with me on this point. In his interpretation of Heidegger, Malpas writes in Heidegger 

and the Thinking of Place that place is not mere location, but is “that open realm in which self, other selves, 

and things first come to presence” and that this is “dependent upon that opening being bounded.” This is 

because “[i]t finds its meaning and significance within the very same relations as appear within it and by 

which it is constituted.” Earlier, Malpas suggests “Place refers us, in a second sense, not merely to 

placedness as such, but to the placed character of our own being as that is worked out in and through the 

specific places in which we live and move.” Place is suggested as defining a set of particular relationships 

for an embodied person. I think this, among other passages, support what Malpas means for place to be 

bounded. I agree with this. I figure boundaries are necessary because it properly delineates where and what 

place is. I worry that if boundaries were not in place, the sort of differentiation and respect for things would 
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mentioned, is the capacity to be content within a limited place already. In order to dwell, 

Dasein must find meaning revealed in the place of dwelling. In finding this meaningful 

sense of place or locale, such as through the bridge, the entities of the fourfold are 

properly gathered. Building, in the deeper sense of creating these locales, is properly 

limited, as well as in the narrower sense of construction and cultivation. Both were 

implied to entail a relationship of care and respect for entities in their own right, and not 

for their utility. Their revealing would be one of respect, and the revealing of place, as 

with the bridge, would be one concurrent with the revealing of themselves. To find 

meaning in place is dwelling, and this entails being located within this locality. The 

expression of the essence of things, of mortals and earth, occurs within this finding of 

place. This sense of place is important for finding meaning. Such occurred with the 

bridge, but occurs just the same with the vineyard, peasant house, and farm. Such are 

places that are properly bounded, allowing the free expression of entities, and the 

protecting of their essences. This appears to be the meaning of dwelling.  

Already this seems to be the promising remedy to the technological mindset that I 

discussed in the last chapter. Dwelling, by being bounded, corrects the boundlessness 

inherent to technology. Dwelling, in letting things be, and building in the proper sense, is 

the opposite to the challenging nature of technology. That this seems like a framework by 

                                                                                                                                                              

not be as evident. Boundaries are that which distinctions can be made, so that each thing can be valued in 

its proper context, and each place can be meaningful in a true sense. A lack of boundaries and limits brings 

to mind the sort of undifferentiated piece in the standing reserve. This will be spoken on further later on. 

For now though, boundaries help situate, providing context. Without these boundaries, each place and thing 

would be porous, drifting in and out of one another. Such an occurrence would appear ripe for 

homelessness, and a sense of displacement and loss. If place is being centred in a web of meaning, then we 

can see technology as destroying this sense of place. By urging us to see everything in terms of standing 

reserve, leveling down the meaning of diverse things, technology disrupts this web. We cannot locate 

ourselves anymore, and are set adrift from those locales that once united us in meaning. See Jeff Malpas, 

Heidegger and the Thinking of Place: Explorations in the Topology of Being (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 

2012), 197; Malpas, Heidegger and the Thinking of Place, 64. 
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which a return to a proper relation with nature should be apparent. The problem that 

technology posed to nature included the encroaching on natural entities, challenging them 

into mere resources, and the making of them into mere standing-reserve for human 

consumption. These however all stem from the sense of boundlessness and lack of 

dwelling apparent in the technological mindset. A return to the limited and bounded sense 

of meaning of dwelling, and the letting of entitles be would stop this dangerous 

encroachment. A return to proper value and respect for entities entailed in dwelling is 

necessary. 

While I have so far described what the meaning of dwelling is, locating the 

essential characteristic as the finding of meaning and value in a bounded place, and the 

respecting and free revealing of entities in that place, I have thus far left the question how 

dwelling may be accomplished unanswered. Indeed, a great deal of the above exegesis 

relied upon an understanding of proper or authentic building, as opposed to the apparent 

improper technological production. Why, it may be asked, should the bridge be given 

precedence over other technological forms? Does not the bridge encroach on nature just 

as technology? Heidegger answered in the negative. I turn to defending this reply. In 

doing so, I will show how this proper building and creation is necessary for a return to 

dwelling. Two concepts will be important in this discussion: those of techne and poiesis. 

These will be explained and shown to be part of the necessary aspect of a return to 

dwelling.  

Building and creation of things has already been seen to be important for 

dwelling. Through them mortals come to create localities, and find a sense of place. Why 

then does this creation is considered proper, but technical production is not? There are 
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two aspects of this question. The first is that of how the thing is created, that is to say 

whether by machine or by hand.114 The second is how the bridge differs in what it reveals 

from that of technology. I will start with the latter question. In many ways this has 

already been addressed. What the bridge reveals is a gathering of the fourfold. Like the 

windmill discussed in the previous chapter, the bridge in this case does not take from the 

entities that surround it, nor does it twist their essence. It allows the free revealing of the 

river, not twisting its essence as with the hydro-electric plant. The river is still given to its 

own manifesting, with the bridge adding to the sense of place of the river. Unlike 

technological constructs, the bridge and other like structures does not subsume the river 

for merely human needs. It does not reveal the river as something only to be used. The 

bridge reveals place and dwelling. The bridge also acts in properly revealing the materials 

that make the bridge. Suppose the bridge is made of wood. That the bridge is an authentic 

production entails that the wood that made it was not challenged forth, but remains in the 

realm of its potential. The wood, rather than any other entity, has a special relationship to 

the bridge. It retains its individual character. This seems at first ambiguous, for it seems 

                                                      

114 The significance of the hand in Heidegger ought to be recognised here. For instance, in Parmenides, he 

suggests that “Man himself acts [handelt] through the hand [Hand]; for the hand is, together with the word, 

the essential distinction of man…Through the hand occur both prayer and murder, greeting and thanks, 

oath and signal, and also the “work” of the hand, the “hand-work,” and the tool. The handshake seals the 

covenant. The hand brings about the “work” of destruction. The hand exists as hand only where there is 

disclosure and concealment. No animal has a hand, and a hand never originates from a paw or a claw or 

talon…Man does not “have” hands, but the hand holds the essence of man.” Heidegger continues to state in 

relation to writing that the mechanical word produced from the typewriter, rather than a handwritten letter 

for example, “deprives the hand of its rank in the realm of the written word and degrades the word to a 

means of communication,” continuing to suggest that “[t]he typewriter makes everyone look the same.” 

Later on, on this same note, Heidegger suggests that “man, in his comportment, i.e., in his acting by means 

of the hand, is posited in relation to things” and that the hand “secures the reciprocal relation between 

“beings” and man…The hand entrusts to the word the relation of Being to man and, thereby, the relation of 

man to beings.” I take this to suggest that the hand gathers and detects things, entering humanity into a 

proper revealing of things. Acting mechanically, as seen with the typewriter, conceals the individuality of 

things, their inner and differentiated essences, making them instead undifferentiated and anonymous. Hand 

is significant for making the presence of things known, for making humans at home and aware of their 

place. See Martin Heidegger, Parmenides, trans. André Schuwer and Richard Rojcewicz (Bloomington and 

Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1992), 80-81; Heidegger, Parmenides, 84. 
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as if the wood of the tree is being used instrumentally just the same as in the 

technological world. Here then I turn to a discussion of techne and poiesis for an 

explication on the meaning of authentic production, and the distinction between that and 

technology.  

Techne and poiesis, Heidegger thinks, do not twist the essence of the material of 

things into what they are not, but creates authentically. These, unlike technical 

production, create authentically, and as such, do not cross the boundaries of things. 

Michael Zimmerman suggests this as well. “Authentic producing, techne,” he writes, “is 

not a matter of an “agent” using “force” to push material together into a specific form. 

Rather, it is a disclosure of entities for their own sakes.”115 Zimmerman sees this as being 

consistent with caring, so that an authentic production of a thing requires that a respect 

for the material be present.116 Still the question is, by what right does the bridge-maker 

take from the woods? How are these woods respected in their entity when they are taken 

to build something else? The problem is particularly that of construction, for it makes a 

thing such as a bridge out of something, say wood, that would not, besides the 

intervention of human hands, become a bridge. Cultivation is easier, presumably, because 

of the seeming intuitiveness in recognising how this might be the free expression of 

things.117 Construction seemingly shapes a thing into what it would not otherwise be. 

                                                      

115 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 230. 
116 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 230. 
117 By free I do not mean that these things are left to grow entirely on their own, as this would not constitute 

building, but in the Heideggerian sense of setting up a space for a thing’s revealing. Orchards, fields, and 

other boundaries are not overrun by what is grown there, but are properly ordered, i.e. in rows that are tilled 

and kept free of weeds. It is easier to see how this is more in tune with freeing than construction, in that the 

orchard keeper merely sets the conditions for the apple tree to grow, rather than shaping it from something 

else. There is less active human intervention. But this is merely my passing intuition. An additional 

problem however is of those instances where the orchard or field is created where the forest or marsh once 

stood. The forest that is cleared, or the swamp that is dried to make space for these new places are not given 

to their free expression. But Heidegger’s thought seems to suggest that these examples are still appropriate. 
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On one account, the proper construction of a thing relies upon a proper respect for 

that which it is made of, and is constructed with a respect for the authentic potential of 

the material. This, Heidegger thinks, is best demonstrated by artisanal handwork. As 

Zimmerman relates, through the hands, the artisan is better able to feel the expression of 

the material they are shaping, such as a piece of wood or stone.118 With this proper 

respect for the material they are able to produce authentically, without disrespecting the 

material. What is created respects the limits of the material, and while the forest that 

provided the wood may have not created the thing on its own, the wood that was taken 

from it still had its potential to be created into something.  

This appears true, but does not discount any and all human production as 

dangerous as in technology. It may be true that the artisan may feel a greater respect for 

the material than a piece of manufacturing technology. In fact I am rather sympathetic to 

the view. Handicraft does seem to give a greater appreciation of what is being used to 

create things, and there appears a greater capacity for dwelling in the very method of 

creation. Not only being bounded, as it relies upon both the intrinsic limits of the material 

that the artisan can supposedly detect, but in the skills of the artisan as well. Unlike 

technical production, the artisan crafts with an eye to quality without an overriding 

                                                                                                                                                              

Why? While this is a tentative answer, it may be because, despite the removal of these things, a new thing 

is still produced, a thing that is still conducive to place and that remains distinctive in thought. Still, this 

remains complicated and delicate. Indeed, this is a thorn in the side of an environmental philosophy which 

relies on Heidegger. Certainly, the forest and swamp so removed were environmentally beneficial. There is 

nothing internal, as far as I can see, to stop this deforestation or loss of wetlands in Heidegger’s thought. 

Another answer might be that a mortal in need of an orchard where there is a forest may free the orchard so 

long as the forest’s meaning as a whole is not lost, or the orchard is raised in best accommodation with the 

forest. The relationship is flexible, and as long as the meaning of one thing is not entirely subverted for 

another, this might do. Heidegger’s thought may be beneficial environmentally, as I will continue to show, 

but his thinking seems concerned more with place rather than anything strictly environmental. Thus, with 

this theme in mind, these deeper issues become apparent on closer examination. I still think his thought 

significant in this regard and have tried to interpret him as best I can, but even so, some reservations must 

still be held. 
118 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 240-241. 
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concern for efficiency. Despite my sympathies to this view, there are a host of problems 

that go unresolved. It does not, for one, appear to address the question of letting-be, taken 

to be integral to dwelling. It seems that the forest is not given to its own proper unfolding 

alone, in the meaning of physis, nor is it being let-be if the artisan enters into the domain 

of the forest, taking from the tree, and shaping it. This seems eerily close to the 

challenging nature of modern technology, that it shapes entities into things they otherwise 

would not be. The artisan’s shaping of marble into statue, or the builder constructing a 

bridge would appear just as disruptive and utilitarian, encroaching on the stone quarry 

and forest’s revealing of itself.  

Nor is it clear that this is ecologically useful. If we consider the slogan ‘think 

globally, act locally’ as representing, to some degree, the wider concerns of the 

environmental movement, then this suggestion may be unhelpful. This faith in handwork 

may be misplaced. Consider the altering of landscapes and collapse of habitats and 

environments that historically occurred in pre-industrial societies. One might consider the 

deforestation of England and other parts of Europe for purposes of shipbuilding, 

ostensibly done by hand and with respect to the conditions of the wood, as remaining an 

environmental hazard that environmentalists would denounce. Merely working with these 

sort of tools, and even respecting the materials and their unique possibilities, does not 

preclude that environmental damage may occur. This would appear as something that 

Heidegger’s depiction could not account for.119 Might this be the precursor of the 

technological mind? Perhaps. But this would indicate that poiesis needs a deeper basis 

than a mere reorientation in creation can provide. This first answer then is inadequate for 

                                                      

119 This example was helpfully offered by Mick Smith. 
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explaining why the supposed authentic and proper creation of poiesis is to be preferred to 

that of technology.120  

Another answer to this question may be shown by one of Heidegger’s discussions 

regarding the silver chalice. Introduced in “The Question Concerning Technology” the 

idea describes the four causes of the creation of this thing: the final, efficient, material, 

and formal causes.121 As Heidegger relates, the emphasis on the efficient cause, what 

makes the thing, became dominant within modernity.122 What went amiss was that each 

cause was indebted to the others. Where the chalice existed, it was indebted to the silver 

that constituted it.123 It is this feeling of indebtedness that is important in the distinction 

between poiesis and technology. This harkens back to the caring for entities. That the 

silver in the chalice, the wood of the bridge, or the marble of the statue is used properly 

when there is proper respect for the indebtedness of the thing to these materials may be a 

suggestion. If one properly feels this toward the material cause, the care for the material 

that was crafted, it seems this could be extended to the larger entity that it was taken 

                                                      

120 One might suggest that mere handwork is inadequate in explaining why poiesis and techne are authentic, 

that it is conducive to dwelling, or that this explains why this is ecologically preferable to machinery. On 

the one hand, I think there is a lot to say why handwork is distinct from machinery. Heidegger for instance 

suggests that “[w]hat the machines put out piece-by-piece they put into the standing reserve of the 

orderable” suggesting that machines cannot make things, as individual and differentiated things, but only 

objects of utility (See Heidegger, “Positionality,” 34.)   However, on the whole, such critics would be 

correct. The historical record is quite clear on the matter, as these mentioned examples show. While this is 

an inadequate answer on its own, I do think that these suggestions aid in gesturing towards the more refined 

argument I make later in this chapter. They may well be necessary, but not sufficient conditions for 

respecting the inner essences of things. 
121 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 290-291. 
122 Heidegger suggests this when he writes “For a long time we have been accustomed to representing 

cause as that which brings something about. In this connection, to bring about means to obtain results, 

effects. The causa efficiens, but one among the four causes, sets the standard for all causality.” See 

Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 290; Zimmerman discusses this mistaken 

development as well. As he relates, modern science was particularly responsible for this loss of 

indebtedness. See Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 232-233. 
123 The phrase indebted is one Heidegger does not shy away from. As he suggests, “The silversmith 

considers carefully and gathers together the three aforementioned ways of being responsible and indebted.” 

See Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 291. 
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from, that is, the mountainside or the forest. That there is a feeling of indebtedness 

seemingly suggests that a respect for the entity that the material came from is in order. 

This respect allows for a proper limitation of the extent of use can be made. 

The notion of building itself, and that of creation, may be the clue to this 

discussion. There is a distinction, I see, between the challenging revealing of entities as 

enframed resources, and the using of materials to build things. The former purposely 

reveals entities as only resources, but looking closely at Heidegger’s examples we see 

that a prominent fear is that they are rendered into energy, or other forms that are 

expressly used for the production of something else, without being something made at all. 

A loss of thing-ness seems the predominant concern. The wood that is taken to make a 

chair is still present. The wood that is used as mere energy is no longer present in a sense, 

only expressing itself for the production of something else. So too is it undifferentiated, 

with no respect to its origins and individuality.124 The wood of the forest can be shaped 

into a bridge, giving rise to a meaningful sense, but this does not distract from the forest’s 

meaningful sense. The type of building here, unlike technological production, is 

conducive to dwelling, and happens by an already presence of dwelling. From the 

discussion above, this entails that a proper appreciation for place is present, and 

meaningful sense of boundedness. The technological eschews these boundaries, and acts 

                                                      

124 The significance of the thing’s material makeup and keeping with its differentiated potential and 

individuality is an important aspect of preventing it from being standing reserve. An aspect of standing 

reserve, as was seen, included that it become only resource. It did not recognise any other facet. This is why 

Heidegger sees so much danger in standing reserve. Passages such as “Positionality imposes this equality 

of the orderable upon everything, that everything constantly position itself again in equivalent form and 

indeed in the equality of orderability” and “The pieces of the standing reserve are piece-for-piece 

equivalent. Their character as pieces demands this uniformity. As equivalent the pieces are isolated against 

one another in the extreme…The uniformity of the pieces provides that one piece can be exchanged for the 

other without further ado” suggest this. Heidegger makes further discussion how this applies to humans as 

well as other things. For the full discussion, see Heidegger, “Positionality,” 31-37. 
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for the sense of boundlessness. These buildings are properly authentic because they are 

built with this concern for limited and boundedness, and proper respect for the potential 

of the entities in which humanity builds in and builds of. This building lets-be. 

Letting-be appears then not as a refusal to take from the forest at all, but is a 

recognition of the proper limits of things. This is connected to the concept of freeing 

discussed above. Letting-be is the free expression of an entity in its proper 

manifestations. These manifestations remain of the entity, and are indebted to it. The 

bridge, for example, is just an artistic expression of the tree. Mortals, by keeping this 

indebtedness, reveal that they are not the only, or even the greatest, cause of creation. The 

forest gives forth to the creation of the bridge just as much as humanity. The gathering of 

the fourfold is essential to a sense of place as I have said, and it appears now that the 

combination of the four causes together gives rise to things.125 Just as the fourfold 

together gives rise to dwelling, the remembrance of the four causes gives rise to a proper 

sense of the created thing. In this way a false sense of the boundless in technological 

production can be prevented with a return to a proper way of thinking about building.   

This of course has been a difficult question to address, and Heidegger’s 

distinction between the creation of poiesis, the presence of proper building and creation 

that are conducive to dwelling, and technological production seems rife with problems 

due to an apparent lack of argument for the claim. I have tried to give cause for justifying 

this, but it has admittedly proved difficult, and concrete answers remain elusive. What is 

a proper building or an authentic expression of an entity has been the question to answer, 

                                                      

125 Cause is Heidegger’s own terminology, giving further textual support suggesting that the privileging of 

the causa efficiens is a mistake insofar as it does not recognises the three remaining causes. Heidegger is 

quite clear when he says that each of the four are each responsible and owes the others for the created thing. 

For the full discussion, see Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 289-293. 
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important because it should clarify what the connection is to dwelling, which was made 

explicitly by Heidegger. The problem, however, was that there seemed to be no grounds, 

at least explicitly put forward as such, for why the more rustic examples in Heidegger’s 

thought were the sort conducive to dwelling, while the technological structures of 

hydroelectric dams and wind turbines were not. This distinction is important in defending 

because otherwise it would appear that the sort of negative features Heidegger sees in 

technology would also apply to our most essential creations. That this might imply that 

any human interference in the environment is negative is a position too radical that 

Heidegger or I are unwilling to take. Thus the quality of a proper building needed fuller 

explication. In many ways, the emphasis in the preceding pages has once again been too 

narrow. While building and creating properly is necessary in dwelling, to a large extent, 

the meaning of what is proper is larger than the building of individual creations. There is 

a larger element at stake necessary to dwelling which reveals the proper manifestations of 

entities and their potential. This element is poetical thinking, and it is towards that which 

I now turn. Through it, the potential for dwelling is truly accomplished.   

Like Heidegger’s depiction of construction and cultivation as narrow examples of 

building, the discussion of poiesis and techne so far has been in the narrow sense, being 

concerned with the proper building of bridges, the cultivation of vineyards, and the like. 

While this is necessary for proper dwelling, as it gathers the fourfold in a meaningfully 

located place, with all due proper limits and boundaries, a deeper sense of techne must 

now be elucidated. In the concluding paragraphs of “The Question Concerning 

Technology” Heidegger states that, where the “essence of technology is nothing 

technological,” which is to say that its essence lies in the challenging nature of its 
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revealing of entities, the “decisive confrontation” with technology must come from a 

realm that is, in a way similar, but is “fundamentally different from it.”126 According to 

Heidegger “[s]uch a realm is art.”127 While the artisan may be significant in building, the 

artist, particularly the poet, may be more significant for a return to dwelling. As 

Zimmerman relates, “[t]he one who engages in world-founding poiesis is an artist; the 

one who engages in producing things within the world is an artisan.”128 Art allows the 

artisan to properly build, because art discloses a world that allows entities to express 

themselves, and through this expression the artisan can properly shape them into things. 

As has been shown, a proper understanding of the essence of things is necessary for 

building. So too for dwelling. This penultimate section will explain how dwelling can be 

acquired by the development of poetical thinking.  

The technological world has been seen to be concerned with a way of thinking 

about entities, and how those entities are revealed, or challenged-forth. This, as I argued, 

gave rise to a phenomenon of boundlessness, disrupting any sense of dwelling, and 

therefore any meaningful sense of place. If a return to dwelling is what is needed for a 

harmonious relation with nature then an understanding of poetic thinking must be put 

forward. As I will show, this way of thinking is necessary for a return to dwelling, limits, 

and the proper disclosure of entities. Never is this so clear than in the aptly named 

“…Poetically Man Dwells…” As the title of the work suggests, poetic thinking is 

necessary for dwelling. Taking inspiration from the poets, the title having been quoted 

from Hölderlin, Heidegger’s central question here is to make sense of this line. 

                                                      

126 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 317 
127 Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” 317. 
128 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 231. 
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Interpreting the meaning of Hölderlin’s work, Heidegger’s attempt is to make the 

connection between poetry and dwelling more apparent, something that is expressed 

poetically in Hölderlin’s poetry. As Heidegger suggests, “dwelling rests on the poetic,” 

the meaning of this dwelling being the “basic character of human existence.”129   

 “Poetry is what first brings man onto the earth, making him belong to it, and thus 

brings him into dwelling.”130 The meaning of such a statement relies upon an 

understanding of the essence of what poetry is. For Heidegger, this essence can be found 

in measuring. Specifically the measuring of mortals against what he calls the godhead, 

which, even for him, is of an unclear meaning.131 The question of measuring is even more 

ambiguous due to Heidegger’s rejection of its meaning as just “a quantum” and “does not 

consist in a clutching or any other kind of grasping, but rather in a letting come of what 

has been dealt out.”132 While this fits with a respect to the proper limits of things and 

avoids thinking reductively, suggesting that a proper measure may prevent exploitation as 

in technology, it would do well to make clear what this measure is. Difficult in 

determining due to Heidegger’s dismissal for need of proof, he continues to give clue as 

to his meaning.133  

                                                      

129 Martin Heidegger, “…Poetically Man Dwells…,” in Poetry, Language, Thought, trans. Albert 

Hofstadter (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1971), 214-215.  
130 Heidegger, “…Poetically Man Dwells…,” 218. 
131 Heidegger, “…Poetically Man Dwells…,” 222; Heidegger’s analysis of the godhead continues to state 

that humanity’s “being must now and again be measured out” and this “requires a measure which involves 

at once the whole dimension in one. To discern this measure…to accept it as the measure, means for the 

poet to make poetry.” Later, he suggests that the godhead is the measure of poetry. I take this as an indirect 

support of the godhead as measure, as well as giving some suggestion to its meaning, namely, something 

that is not limited by what is apparent; it transcends these dimensions. See Heidegger, “…Poetically Man 

Dwells…,” 223-224. 
132 Heidegger, “…Poetically Man Dwells…,” 224. 
133 Heidegger, “…Poetically Man Dwells…,” 222. 
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I say some clue, for despite what might be an answer, I still find the meaning to be 

particularly elusive. This is despite Heidegger’s efforts in explaining this idea. As 

Heidegger writes,  

 

The ether…in which alone the gods are gods, is their godhead. The element of 

this ether, that within which even the godhead itself is still present, is the holy. 

The element of the ether for the coming of the fugitive gods, the holy, is the track 

of the fugitive gods. But who has the power to sense, to trace such a track? Traces 

are often inconspicuous, and are always the legacy of a directive that is barely 

divined. To be a poet in a destitute time means: to attend, singing, to the trace of 

the fugitive gods. This is why the poet in the time of the world's night utters the 

holy.134  

 

To take the measure is to measure against the holy. What is the holy? The holy 

seems to evoke notions of the hallowed, or sacred. In ways, holy is related to setting up. 

In another work Heidegger discusses the difference between setting up of a work in an 

exhibition, and the setting up as in “building, raising a statue, presenting a tragedy at a 

holy festival.”135 The latter he suggests “is erecting in the sense of dedication and praise” 

and that “[t]o dedicate means to consecrate, in the sense that in setting up the work the 

holy is opened up as holy and the god is invoked into the openness of his presence.”136 

Again there is the spiritual reference to gods and divinities. However, the term remains 

                                                      

134 Heidegger, “What are Poets For?” in Poetry, Language, Thought, trans. Albert Hofstadter (New York: 

Harper & Row, Publishers, 1971), 94. 
135 Martin Heidegger, “The Origin of the Work of Art,” in Poetry, Language, Thought, trans. Albert 

Hofstadter (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1971), 43. 
136 Heidegger, “The Origin of the Work of Art,” 43-44. 
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elusive. Despite this though, I think this bears significance on our question, especially in 

consideration to Heidegger’s inclusion of the divinities in the fourfold. This then needs to 

be put into context. 

Several commentators have tried to clarify exactly what Heidegger meant by 

these notions of the divinities and godhead. Jeff Malpas offers an interpretation of these 

references as signaling a sort of metaphor, that they should not be taken as referencing 

anything actually divine or supernatural.137 Malpas outlines that Heidegger’s thinking of 

these gods, influenced by Greek conceptions, are not to be considered “personalities” or 

“persons.”138 Rather, these gods signal different worlds, and as Malpas relates, “[t]he 

gods are the appearing of the gathered unity of the world in the world…the gods 

announce the happening of world, are the “messengers” of that happening; they beckon 

mortals toward their proper task in witnessing and guarding that happening.”139 It is by 

this that mortals “are able to grasp their own being as implicated in being in a way that 

goes beyond any individual human life.”140 As Malpas suggests, these gods are that 

which allow for community to be possible, establishing a common ethos, bringing people 

together in proper relation.141 All this is to say that Malpas takes these references to gods 

as non-literally. Instead, they can be taken more as a prevalent culture or cultural attitude. 

Conversely, Mark Wrathall seems to take these references to the gods as more 

literal, and with distinct Christian overtones.142 For both, these divinities, whatever they 

                                                      

137 Jeff Malpas, Heidegger’s Topology: Being, Place, World (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2006), 274.  
138 Malpas, Heidegger’s Topology, 274. 
139 Malpas, Heidegger’s Topology, 274-275. 
140 Malpas, Heidegger’s Topology, 275. 
141 Malpas, Heidegger’s Topology, 275-276.  
142 Mark A. Wrathall, “The Revealed Word and World Disclosure: Heidegger and Pascal on the 

Phenomenology of Religious Faith,” in Heidegger and Unconcealment: Truth, Language, and History 
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might be, are meant to be very tangibly felt and existentially important. Elsewhere, 

Wrathall leads a discussion centred on the death of the metaphysical God, the 

philosopher’s God. Wrathall suggests that this loss of the divine may allow for the arrival 

of a more existentially valuable God, a more meaningful relation with the divine. Finding 

these divinities in the post-death of God era “offers us at least the possibility of a 

recovery of an immediate experience of the divine that has only rarely been achieved – 

that is, an experience of a living God with a presence in our world.”143 This, he continues 

to state, would be a god that “would have an importance incommensurate with any 

object…He would, in short, be a God before whom we could pray, to whom we could 

sacrifice, in front of whom we could fall to our knees in awe.”144 

There is much discussion regarding the divinities in Heidegger, and many, 

including myself, find it difficult in explaining what exactly he means by it. My opinion 

though is that trying to rationalise these notions misses the point that Heidegger is trying 

to make. What is common to both accounts, metaphoric and literal, is that the divinities 

are transcendent beings, are not meant to be immediately apparent, and are therefore 

exempted from propositional language. Wrathall makes this latter point clear when he 

suggests that religious language in particular helps “discern how we ought to orient 

ourselves with respect to the things that they show us.”145 This despite whether or not it 

can be verified. If we focus more on exacting truth or false meanings from these various 

                                                                                                                                                              

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 157-158; Wrathall, “The Revealed Word and World 

Disclosure,” 162; Wrathall, “The Revealed Word and World Disclosure,” 168-169. 
143 Mark A. Wrathall, “Between the Earth and the Sky: Heidegger on Life After the Death of God,” in 

Heidegger and Unconcealment: Truth, Language, and History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2011), 210-211.  
144 Wrathall, “Between the Earth and the Sky,” 211. 
145 Wrathall, “The Revealed Word and World Disclosure,” 168; For a fuller discussion of the potentials of 

language outside of the propositional, see Wrathall, “The Revealed Word and World Disclosure,” 164-169. 
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statements, then we risk making the divinities un-sacred, un-holy, and ultimately 

comprehensible. If the divinities are set to guard the question of being by beckoning us to 

consider the various meanings of things, even the illuminating the significance of the 

question of being itself, then to come up with an answer, a system, that would explain 

this would reduce the divine, once again, to that of the metaphysical.  

I am sympathetic to seeing these notions of divinity as just that for this reason. 

While these remain mysterious, I think this remains a significant aspect. What it indicates 

is that the divine offers a sense of wonder, and opens mortals to an existence that is more 

meaningful in the play of Being. Heidegger’s comments on these divinities are often 

scattered and diverse. I have only briefly touched on the opinions of some commentators. 

In many ways, our modernity precludes us from seeing these divinities, or to grasp what 

Heidegger means by them, a difficulty that remains touched by the death of God. 

Wrathall may be right: while we may be lost to these callings, by keeping alive the 

spiritual traditions that once kept humanity in tune, a reawakening into the divine may be 

reacquired. 146 Only when we can reach a point to get outside of our modern mode of 

thinking, one characterised by propositions and enframing, may dwelling once again be 

acquired. Only with this return to a more transcendental dimension can mortals reacquire 

the thinking and question of being that eludes them in the technological world.  

What began as a discussion of what measuring meant has become a discussion as 

to the meaning of the godhead. The meaning of which seems connected to the holy, 

sacred, and consecration of entities, and in building. The suggestion seeming to be that 

entities are illuminated, and are to be respected in certain ways. Despite Heidegger’s 

                                                      

146 Wrathall, “Between the Earth and the Sky,” 211. 
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explicit rejection for any need to defend his meaning, measuring seems to entail a respect 

for the sacredness of entities. In recognising this, mortals are able to build properly. It is 

in poetic thinking this recognition comes to be. Does poetic thinking only allow for the 

proper building of things? No. Indeed its largest significance to the question lies in its 

building of the very world. 

Poetic thinking, first of all, is conducive to the sort of building requiring dwelling. 

“Building in the sense of the farmer's cultivation of growing things, and of the erecting of 

edifices and works and the production of tools, is already a consequence of the nature of 

dwelling, but it is not its ground, let alone its grounding. This grounding must take place 

in a different building.”147 This sort of building that is a grounding is that of the world-

building powers of the poet. Art, specifically poetry, is significant as it builds the very 

world conducive to dwelling. Zimmerman relates that “[t]he one who engages in world-

founding poiesis is an artist; the one who engages in producing things within the world is 

an artisan…[p]oetry discloses the gods needed to order and found the world; genuine 

producing discloses things respectfully, in accordance with the vision of the poet.”148 

This is perhaps the most important aspect of this connection between poetry, building and 

dwelling, and poses an answer to what makes building appropriate or not. It appears that 

this sort of poetic thinking allows for mortals to see the possibilities, the full range of 

potential of entities as entities, rather than the revealing of enframing and challenging 

them into resources. This is accomplished in at least two ways: language, and the noticing 

of hidden but possible potential in entities.  

                                                      

147 Heidegger, “…Poetically Man Dwells…,” 217. 
148 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 231.  
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Earlier in the essay, Heidegger spoke of language. This, he says, is the answer to 

the question where humanity might achieve the nature of something. Respecting language 

entails, as Heidegger notes, that language be recognised as being master of humanity. It, 

he says, is really in control, rather than humanity in control of it.149 Opposed to the 

“unbridled” and “clever” use of language, the proper relation between language and 

humanity is one where “it is language that speaks” and that “[m]an first speaks when, and 

only when, he responds to language by listening to its appeal...Language beckons us, at 

first and then again at the end, toward a thing's nature.”150 Through it, Heidegger sees 

language as guiding us to properly seeing the nature of things, and is authentically done 

so in poetry. It is here that “[t]he more poetic a poet is—the freer (that is, the more open 

and ready for the unforeseen) his saying—the greater is the purity with which he submits 

what he says to an ever more painstaking listening, and the further what he says is from 

the mere propositional statement that is dealt with solely in regard to its correctness or 

incorrectness.”151 Poetry does not reduce entities and things into propositions, made into 

what can either be ‘proved’ true or false, a suggestion Heidegger later explicitly rejects, 

but allows for the unforeseen potential of entities to be brought into light.152 That this is 

bridled too, measured ostensibly by the godhead, allows that these entities are not shaped 

categorically by humanity. It is this language that opens up entities to what they express, 

rather than shutting off these expressions and revealing them as mere standing reserve. 

“This is why poetic images are imaginings in a distinctive sense: not mere fancies 

and illusions but imaginings that are visible inclusions of the alien in the sight of the 

                                                      

149 On this note Heidegger suggests that “Man acts as though he were the shaper and master of language, 

while in fact language remains the master of man.” See Heidegger, “…Poetically Man Dwells…,” 215. 
150 Heidegger, “…Poetically Man Dwells…,” 216. 
151 Heidegger, “…Poetically Man Dwells…,” 216. 
152 Heidegger, “…Poetically Man Dwells…,” 216. 
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familiar.”153 The suggestion is that the revealing of the tree and forest in all its 

manifestations is not idle dreams or speculation, but are, in a very real sense, potentials of 

being. While the revealing of the felled tree into a bridge might remain hidden from view 

in some past time, the poet may reveal that building a bridge over the stream is within the 

realms of authentic being, a potential for the wood, while allowing the forest to not be 

overwhelmed.154 In the same essay, Heidegger addresses the question I struggled with 

answering above, namely, the distinction between supposed authentic and inauthentic 

building. As he suggests, the building of buildings “pursued and acquired purely for their 

own sake” is not proper.155 As I suggested above, the building that takes in and keeps the 

entities that it shapes, recognising that the building is not just a building but an expression 

of the material enables a respect for the place such material comes from. 

This sort of poetic thinking may even be extended. I think it is possible, just as 

when Heidegger sees the essence of technology as nothing technological, the essence of 

poetry is not what is at first seen in poetry. What I mean is that the poetic is more than the 

prima facie appearance of poems as pleasing arrangement of words. Rather, there seems 

to be a deeper sense of measure. Poetry relies upon metre to add to the stylisation of the 

language and rhythm that gives rise to the deeper meaning of its expression. The 

                                                      

153 Heidegger, “…Poetically Man Dwells…,” 226. 
154 One might object that Heidegger appears to be fine with the prospect of taking something and making it 

into something that is not there, or will not be there, in a physical form, so that this defence may appear 

confused insofar as seeing the appropriateness of this creation consists in allowing the thing to be there in 

another form, i.e. a chair. For example, the fire log does not appear to continue to exist as another form of 

the tree, eventually becoming ash. This is true. There are two comments on this that I can make. The first is 

that being encapsulates more than what is immediately the case. The second is that the poet sees this as just 

one of many forms that is proper to the tree. This is not technological for two reasons: the fire wood is still 

differentiated, that is to say that wood, rather than tires, are used to heat a stone fireplace, and thus is not of 

the undifferentiated energy and resource in the technological view, and secondly, proper consideration also 

sees the wood as not only firewood, energy, or anything only instrumental. The fire becomes something 

that is built, thus owing itself to the wood, and may just as well be measured by the godhead. 
155 Heidegger, “…Poetically Man Dwells…,” 217. 
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language itself is limited, but is also metaphorical, seeing the potential that goes amiss in 

mere techno-scientific descriptions. The aura of poetic language brings the meaning and 

potential of entities to the forefront of thought. Their meaning, their relationship with 

mortals, and their potential are all illuminated. Poetic thinking listens to the call of 

language that shapes humanity’s perception. 

 The poetizing of construction and cultivation also gives an aura to the bridge, 

allowing one to admire the craftsmanship. This sense of being-with seems to give rise to 

a sense of dwelling. By poetry’s power, mortals see the connections between all forms of 

being, their potential, and their relationships to one another. Through this, the poet 

creates the world, which I wrote on, to some degree, in the second chapter, and, due to 

this, the poet reveals aspects of entities otherwise unknown. Their playful thought sees 

the potential, and limits, of things. This is why the artisan builds within the world the 

artist built. The artisan sees the potential of the marble to make a statue, and the clay for 

pottery, but the poet gives rise to what entity can be shaped and the potential of it, while 

also seeing the limits of that entity. This is in fact why poetry is the antithesis to 

technology. Technology, while seeing the potential of entities as resources, sees this as 

the only potential, with no limits to what extent this may be so, and how antagonistic to 

the entity’s essence it may be. Poetry is far more open to various aspects of being that an 

entity may give forth within a delineated area of being. The bridge is just another aspect 

of the tree, and is owed to the forest. Poetry’s ability to make the forest, and other 

entities, as a subject is perhaps its greatest power, allowing for the dwelling of mortals, 

and the letting-be of the entities in which they dwell. 
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 Therefore we see how poetic thinking is the antithesis to, and the salvation from, 

technology. Through it, dwelling is achieved. As of yet though, I have only hinted at the 

necessity for dwelling to the ecological project. I conclude this chapter with a discussion 

that will make this connection clear. Thus far, I have placed the present ecological 

dangers within the context of Heidegger’s remarks regarding technology and dwelling. In 

Chapter III, I outlined the dangers of technology, namely the way it reveals the world as 

mere resource or standing reserve, known as enframing, and the challenging of these 

entities into this vision, instead of allowing the full potential of their essence reveal itself. 

I made explicit how such a view indicated a boundlessness and encroachment on entities, 

and gestured towards why this encroachment is dangerous ecologically. In short, this sort 

of technological thinking does not allow for things to properly express themselves, 

instead pushing their limits for resources. If the forest is entirely taken for resources, 

there appears no loss, insofar as there is energy and resources that are put to use. 

 The discussion relied upon an interpretative explication of the godhead. This, as I 

outlined, allowed for the proper measure of things. This proved useful for both the poet’s 

vision, who better understood the call of language and the seeing of potentiality of 

creation rather than the entrapment of technological thinking. The poet sees what is 

proper of a thing, and how that thing may express itself. The poet reawakens being as a 

question of worth, whereas the technological closes the mind to this. A further strength 

appears when we note that this relation to the godhead, a part of the fourfold, is necessary 

for dwelling. This discussion of poetic thinking and poiesis then is helpful in the larger 

picture of dwelling in two ways: the reawakening I just spoke of, as well as a 

commentary on a meaning of the importance of the divine in dwelling. Still, there is the 
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question how this poetry, poetic thinking, and taking heed of the godhead is of any more 

importance than rationalist or scientific doctrines. There is the challenge that this is too 

highly esoteric to remain as an adequate reproach. I think though that this attitude has its 

benefits, and I return to making suggestion on this point in my concluding chapters. 

 There remains a healthy dose of anthropocentrism in Heidegger’s thinking that 

may prove difficult for diehard deep ecologists or environmentalists to accept these ideas 

entirely. Dwelling for instance requires that mortals are gathered with natural things for 

their place to be meaningful and seemingly valued. This is anathematic to attempts to 

prevent human’s reaching into wilderness, or other places in nature that environmentalists 

seek to protect. To suggest that humans need be present is nearly absurd for these 

interests. While I do not deny this anthropocentrism, there are two minor suggestions that 

can be made. The first is that the sort of presence of humans may present itself in varying 

ways, so that the presence of mortals dwelling in places is substantially more in line with 

harmony and stewardship than the technological. The second is that for the environment 

to be properly valued, there needs to be one who values. That humans are valuing agents, 

the question should lie in how we value things. Taking these together, dwelling allows for 

the development of an attitude that offers a way of being with nature that is significantly 

less harmful, as well as inculcating a sense of meaning, value, and way of noticing things 

as more than things of use. I return to this point again in my concluding chapters.   

 Dwelling then is a response to this technological enframing. The meaning of this 

has been shown to be the proper recognition of limits of entities in order for the freeing 

and letting-be of their essences. Ecologically speaking, this would entail a more 

respectful, and therefore sustainable relation with nature. This is so even if we take from 
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entities occasionally to build. My point has been, even if we build, a proper recognition 

of our building will recognise the indebtedness of the entities that helped in creation. It is 

through the poetic thinking, the freeing of the technological urge for production, that we 

see the potential and possibilities. Freed from technological thinking which sees the 

essence of things in their productive value, poetic thinking sees the variance in entities, 

and respects them as such. The essence of non-human entities expresses their limits 

through language, something that beckons mortals in respecting them. Through this 

dwelling occurs, and through dwelling mortals are freed too from the frenzied need for 

exploitation and production. It is a gentler sort of lifestyle Heidegger sees, and by this, I 

think, an ecologically sound worldview may be accomplished. 

 Despite dwelling’s apparent gentle calling, our world remains filled with the 

technological and mechanical. What will happen if we reject this technological way of 

thinking? Many object that such a rejection would entail the loss of machines and 

technologies so conducive to our very being, quality of life, and perhaps life itself. Does 

the rejection of modern technology, the essence being technological thinking, entail the 

rejection of instances of modern technological things? Or is dwelling with our machines 

possible? What will dwelling in the post-technological world look like? These are some 

of the questions I will address next. 
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Chapter V 

Dwelling among the Machines 

The ecological dangers of modern technology have so far been outlined. As a way 

of revealing the world, technology enframes entities, challenging them into 

interchangeable resources. This boundlessness of enframing, both in its making of any 

thing into standing reserve, encroaching thereon beyond any reasonable limit, and its 

phenomenology of ‘limitless’ potential of the ‘human project’ has already been 

discussed. A return to a limited sense of meaningful place as established in dwelling 

through poiesis and poetic thinking is the apparent salvation from technology. Still, one 

last question must be addressed, and that is what to do with the currently available 

technology at our disposal. One might be tempted to believe that the best practice, 

consistent with what has been said, would be to destroy all remaining technology, and 

return to the sort of romanticised handwork that seems implicit in Heidegger’s works. Is 

this possible, or even tenable? This is the question to be addressed in this chapter. There 

is reason to think that such a return, even if tenable, may be unnecessary. Rather, a new 

mode of thinking is required for us to return to dwelling. It is this way of thinking that 

will allow us to dwell even with machines. Such thinking can be found by extending 

poetic thinking and with Heidegger’s notion of death. 

Can we just rid ourselves of technological objects as an attempt to rid ourselves of 

the technological framework? The answer would appear to be no. This is untenable for 

several reasons. The first of which is, even if it were the case that all modern technology 

were collected as a whole and destroyed, there is nothing to suggest that the world that 

had been constructed, and the ways of thinking that were developed therein, would be so 
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too removed. This sort of technological revealing would be just the same with a common 

wood axe; the forest would, it would seem, be enframed just the same without a change 

in the sort of poetic revealing that would save it from this vision. Perhaps there might be 

something said for those who relinquish technological devices willingly to create and 

build with their hands, for they may come be expressing the poetic vision and thinking in 

this action. Nevertheless, the extent to which technology has developed, and how few 

these individuals are would not deter from the fact that technological enframing still 

remains firmly entrenched. Moreover, the proposition for the wholescale rejection of 

modern technology is met, usually, with rejoinders that such a move would lead to the 

harming of human life, the decrease in living standards, if not for the eventual collapse of 

civilisation itself. While I think there are good reasons for thinking these positions as 

fundamentally mistaken, a point I return to later, the underlying suggestion that there are 

many useful technological devices that would go amiss if lost seems apt enough. The 

questions then to wrestle with in this chapter are: is it possible to dwell with technology, 

as particular technological objects,156 and if so, how might this dwelling look like?  

It is significant to note that Heidegger does not reject the possibility of dwelling 

with technology. In fact, he is quite clear to suggest that as long as humanity lives freely 

from their effect, their use may be unproblematic. He writes the following: “[w]e can use 

technical devices, and yet with proper use also keep ourselves so free of them, that we 

may let go of them any time. We can use technical devices as they ought to be used, and 

                                                      

156 There remains the distinction between technological devices and technological enframing. While these 

machines are intimately connected to enframing, Heidegger suggesting that “[p]ositionality, as this 

circulation in itself of requisitioning, composes the essence of the machine.” See Heidegger, 

“Positionality,” 32. Still, as I will show below, such a correlation is not definite. While there is no way to 

dwell with technological enframing, I contend here that dwelling with machines, technological devices, 

may be possible. For the most part, references to technology will refer to technological devices. 
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also let them alone as something which does not affect our inner and real core.”157 

Heidegger continues by stating that an alteration in thinking needs to occur, a 

“releasement toward things” and through this releasement, Heidegger believes that a new 

age of creation will take root.158 This sort of rootedness resembles what was said 

regarding dwelling. If it is possible, then how? Indeed, the first question might be put in 

another way: what specifically might give rise to dwelling with the persistent existence of 

technological devices that embody technological enframing? Both Michael Zimmerman 

and Don Ihde, in discussing the apparent dangers of technology, come upon the view 

that, if we are to avoid the dangers of our machines then the best strategy would be 

cultivating a Zen Buddhist-like attitude.159 The apparent strategy they have in mind is to 

become aware of the ways in which technology determines human life, and by this be 

released in mental disposition. While the sort of bodily engagement in the world be 

determined by technological factors, the phenomenological and existential aspects would 

be the sort of reserved and indifferent mental attitude expressed in this Zen attitude.160 

Zimmerman notes further that, should this be accomplished, coming to view 

modern technology and its development as fundamentally purposeless, then humanity 

                                                      

157 Martin Heidegger, “Memorial Address,” in Discourse on Thinking (New York: Harper & Row, 

Publishers, 1959), 54. 
158 Heidegger, “Memorial Address,” 54; I take this releasement to mean something of the following: Rather 

than being closed off by technological modes of thinking, releasement allows for our being to be opened 

up, freed from this determination. As I note below, this appears to have religious connotation, giving and 

opening oneself to God or the gods. Perhaps this discussion of the divine is too soon here, but as I 

expressed in the last chapter, such a releasing opens up potentials. To put it in succinct terms, releasement 

is the falling into an awareness that is not caught up or reducible to the immediately present. 
159 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 219-220; Ihde does say that a “Zen” attitude is 

needed, but this is the only reference to a potential Buddhist approach. See Ihde, “Technology and Human 

Self-Conception,” 23 
160 My understanding of Buddhism is cursory, but I think this is sufficient in detailing the meaning these 

commentators see in this move. I do not endorse such a view, especially in connection with Heidegger’s 

thought. It is useful however as a way of beginning to think about releasement, the breaking from the 

technological ordering. 
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might escape it.161 Later in the discussion, Zimmerman suggests that there is no logical 

basis, no true foundation for the technological world. The current technological world is 

just like any other, and there is no justification that can be made on a priori grounds for 

why it should be any better than another. As he suggests, “the technological is but 

another historical world, none of which have any ultimate “purpose.””162 As Zimmerman 

relates, such a realisation would be akin to realising technology is like an art, and by this, 

the realisation that “things could be otherwise” would open up the potential for release.163 

The technological modes of thinking are not permanent, and more importantly, are not 

determined. Humanity is free to new ways of thinking. While these interpretations of 

releasement may point to essential components of understanding dwelling with 

technology, these sort of interpretations appear far too negative, which is to say that there 

is no mention of what needs to be thought of or meditated on, rather than just what not 

our mode of thinking ought to be. A new advent of thinking must be brought upon by 

some specific meditative thought, or awareness of ourselves. It is to the type of effort that 

I will now turn to explaining further.  

This is not to suggest that I agree with these notions of Zen Buddhism. The 

connection between Buddhist thought and Heidegger is interesting, if only as a common 

theme made by commentators. Going into an adequate comparison here would far exceed 

the limits of this paper. I mention it only in passing due to the faith commentators put in 

                                                      

161 Purposeless here suggests two things according to Zimmerman: 1) The logic governing technological 

development ends in becoming circular, so that the technological system merely becomes “the Will to 

Will” and “strives for ever greater production for its own sake,” and 2) there is no ultimate foundation for 

justifying this state of affairs, whether by evolutionary or other models. I think too, based on what has been 

said so far, that technology’s use even becomes questionable when seen to be enframing and limiting in 

terms of mindset, rather than an opening. See Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 

235. 
162 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 235. 
163 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 235-6. 
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it as a solution as a realeasement. I am not so certain, and will gesture towards my own 

ideas as to how one might continue living with technological objects below. For his own 

part, Heidegger did not see the co-opting of Zen Buddhism or Eastern Philosophy as 

helpful, suggesting that “a reversal [of the technological] can be prepared only in the 

same place in the world where the modern technological world originated, and that it 

cannot happen because of any takeover by Zen Buddhism or any other Eastern 

experiences of the world. There is need for a rethinking which is to be carried out with 

the help of the European tradition and of a new appropriation of that tradition.”164 I 

expect that he was alluding to his own ideas as representing this new appropriation. 

Certainly, I do think that some of these ideas are useful. However, it is towards 

Heidegger, rather than hazy connections to Buddhism, that offer better answers, at least 

insofar as they cohere with his overall thinking.  

While dwelling with technology will be accomplished by the advent of new 

modes of thinking and creation, I must delve further into what this would look like in 

practical use of technological devices, and our relationship with the various instances of 

our machine-work. It should appear that, if dwelling is the ultimate state which we desire 

to make ecological use of Heidegger’s theories, then a limitation on technological 

revealing of the world as standing-reserve is the first priority. To answer the second 

question, dwelling with technology will be more limited in scope, calmer, and will allow 

mortals to find a sense of place. That this can be accomplished is suggested in Heidegger, 

and what it would look like would be an escape from the drive to produce that currently 

                                                      

164 Martin Heidegger, “”Only a God Can Save Us”: Der Spiegel’s Interview with Martin Heidegger,” in 

The Heidegger Controversy: A Critical Reader, ed. Richard Wolin (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1993), 

113. 
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characterises technological thinking. A return to limits is the conclusion. The remaining 

extent of this chapter will put forward a vision for how this is accomplished, with a more 

subtle depiction on what such a world would look like. 

Might this call for limits on technological expansion be accomplished by thinking 

poetically about our technology? Possibly. It appears that with all our current 

technologies available, there seems to be a general discontent with them, which is to say 

that a belief in ‘progress’ towards some newer model seems prevalent as a cultural mode 

of thinking. Unlike the hammer, or other hand tools of the sort Heidegger would see as 

conducive to dwelling, these technological objects are merely transitory, objects towards 

some greater state of technology. In the previous chapter I outlined that one of the aspects 

of poetry is seeing the multiple potentials of things, as well as seeing the positive and 

highlighting the expression of what already exists. The making of entities into standing 

reserve is not limited to nature, but the technological mindset of seeing only the utility of 

things applies to machines as well. This goes hidden however. Because machines and 

technology are seen to be only for human use, in part as stepping stones to other objects 

that do not yet exist, other ways of seeing these technological objects go amiss. Only in 

recapturing the thing-ness of machines, and poetically seeing their varying potential 

might we resist the technological frame that makes them something temporary, 

rootless.165 Poetically thinking about what exists, its meaning to us now, will make 

                                                      

165 The transitory thinking of machines themselves is made explicit in one of Heidegger’s lectures. They 

too are caught up as being part of the undifferentiated standing reserve. As he suggests regarding the 

automobile, that it is “put out in such a way that it is in place and at the ready, i.e., immediately and 

constantly deliverable. It is not produced so that it would stand there and remain standing there like the jug. 

The automobile is much more imposed upon to leave and indeed as something orderable that, for its part, 

can be challenged forth precisely for a further conducting along, which itself sets in place the promotion of 

commerce.” See Heidegger, “Positionality,” 34. Elsewhere, Heidegger writes that “[t]hings that once grew 

now wither quickly away” and quotes Rilke favourably in saying that the production of things in 
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apparent that the technology we have can be appreciated for what it is. Like natural 

entities, we can let technical devices be. By this, we can slow down the urge for using our 

current technological objects in part for the development of other technological devices, 

and seeing them as transitory, ephemeral. A return to poetic appreciation of what is, and 

the other potentials for these devices may help return to dwelling and the limits we need. 

There is a second aspect that may be needed for the dwelling with technology. 

While poetic thinking might assist in limiting technological progress, a more direct way 

of acquiring a proper sense of limitations is still available. It is this way of thinking that 

rectifies an undercurrent of thought in the technological mind that has yet to be fully 

brought forward. It is to this I now turn. 

Above I made mention of two typical defences of our technological world that are 

often made in reference both to its presence, as well as its future development. These I 

call broadly the support of life and the added value theses. The first ranges in severity 

from noting that medical technologies have developed that aid in preserving life, to 

arguments suggesting that the development of technological infrastructure will lead to the 

greater capacity to save lives, to the most suggestive idea that should humanity have any 

chance at survival as a species, then the development of technology to the extent that it 

solves our problem or affords us the opportunity to start anew will be necessary. This 

appears to be some of the justification for space exploration, and the conceptions of 

terraforming and colonisation of other planets.166 Our planet is ruined, or will be in some 

                                                                                                                                                              

Americanism ends up making “sham things.” See Heidegger, “What Are Poets For?” 113. All this is to say 

that technological objects are not things that would otherwise be made to stay, they do not gather. Perhaps 

through poetry these objects can be taken in as meaningful, without making them into something to be used 

for further development of different models of themselves. 
166 This justification was expressed by Stephen Hawking in an interview with The Telegraph where he 

suggests that “I don’t think the human race will survive the next thousand years, unless we spread into 
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indefinite time period so goes this common thought, humanity can, and should start anew 

elsewhere. Of course, if what has been said regarding technology is true, there is no 

suggestion that the process of boundless encroachment on surrounding entities would 

stop. The danger that caused the departure would remain. This of course remains a debate 

purely speculative. What my intent has been is to show how far the cultural faith in 

technology’s efficacy as necessary for human life is present, and justifies the 

technological world. The other thesis contends that technology, rather than devaluating 

the world as standing-reserve, adds to the ability to appreciate it and human life itself. 

Both are fundamentally flawed as reasons for why technology should be justified. The 

flaw consists in what they take to be the essential character of humanity. 

The more I think about why technology and its justifications are not conducive to 

dwelling, trying to maintain consistency with Heidegger’s work, the more I see a 

potential idea hidden in the essence of these mistaken justifications. What lies at the heart 

of both these theses is that of life. Life and the frenzied need for the accumulation of 

more experiences is the basis for these claims. It is this that is mistaken. Rather, a 

recognition of our mortality is needed. Writing in “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 

Heidegger makes it clear that mortals are those that dwell, meaning those that “can die” 

                                                                                                                                                              

space. There are too many accidents that can befall life on a single planet. But I’m an optimist. We will 

reach out to the stars.” Ironically, Hawking sees one reason necessitating this leaving is technology itself. 

See Roger Highfield, “Colonies in space may be only hope, says Hawking,” The Telegraph, October 16, 

2001, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/1359562/Colonies-in-space-may-be-only-hope-says-

Hawking.html; Michael Griffin, former Administrator of NASA, suggests the same, writing “the goal 

[space exploration] isn’t just scientific exploration…it’s also about extending the range of human habitat 

out from Earth into the solar system” and that “[i]n the long run a single-planet species will not survive.” 

He continues to suggest that “one of our purposes is to survive and thrive and spread humankind” and that 

this could be done with “other stars in our near neighbourhood…four light-years away…12 light-years 

away.” See “NASA’s Griffin: ‘Humans Will Colonize the Solar System.’” The Washington Post, 

September 25, 2005, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-

dyn/content/article/2005/09/23/AR2005092301691.html.  
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and “capable of death as death.”167 Heidegger’s meditations on death seem pertinent as a 

resolution then. It is the fact that this notion, this thinking, that is missing in these 

considerations that is both interesting and dangerous. Heidegger’s pronouncements on the 

topic suggest that by recognising the inauthentic aspects of life, made clear by the 

contemplation of non-being, a return to authentic being will be accomplished.168  

Earlier I suggested that Zimmerman’s and Ihde’s accounts for releasement to be 

too negative in nature, that a more positive feature of thinking would be necessary; more 

a matter of what to think, rather than what not. In some ways then, a proper thinking of 

death, or more precisely, non-being may be significant to unlocking this puzzle. By it, 

Dasein realises that it cannot identify with these distractions, that life soon identifies with 

them. As Scott M. Campbell relates, in its destruction of distance with these distractions, 

“life allows itself to be carried away by the world.”169 This eventually becomes 

hyperbolic, life seeing a limitless series of distractions.170 I see this as connected to the 

technological phenomenon I have thus far outlined. If this is what life becomes without 

distance, it is thinking on death that revives the necessary distance from these 

distractions. In Being and Time, Heidegger suggests that “[w]ith death, Dasein stands 

                                                      

167 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 328. 
168 This discussion of death, while made elsewhere, is most prominent in Heidegger’s Being and Time, 

explicating on the notion of a Being-towards-death. Here, he suggests for example, that “[h]olding death 

for true (death is just one’s own) shows another kind of certainty, and is more primordial than any certainty 

which relates to entities encountered within-the-world, or to formal objects; for it is certain of Being-in-the-

world. As such, holding death for true does not demand just one definite kind of behaviour in Dasein, but 

demands Dasein itself in the full authenticity of its existence.” See Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, 

trans. John Macquarrie and Edward Robinson (New York and Evanston: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1962), 

309-310; He also makes note of inauthenticity, which is characterised in very similar terms to this sort of 

frenzied technological life. “Inauthenticity,” he writes, “characterizes a kind of Being into which Dasein 

can divert itself and has for the most part always diverted itself.” Although he is sure to make clear that 

“Dasein does not necessarily and constantly have to divert itself into the kind of Being.” See Heidegger, 

Being and Time, 303. 
169 Scott M. Campbell, The Early Heidegger’s Philosophy of Life: Facticity, Being, and Language (New 

York: Fordham University Press, 2012), 87-88. 
170 Campbell, The Early Heidegger’s Philosophy of Life, 88. 
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before itself in its ownmost potentiality-for-Being.”171 Those who endorse the support of 

life thesis miss that death is necessary for our very being. The ultimately endorse a state 

of being that is largely determined and ultimately meaningless. Once again, Dasein is 

placed to be caught up in the technological enframing. 

Heidegger’s notion of death-contemplation is significant to this project in this 

way: by it humanity comes to know themselves as mortals, essential to dwelling, but so 

too by it do mortals come to ponder the question of being itself. Humanity is so caught up 

with the thrill of life and the acquisition of new experiences that rarely do they have time 

to meditate upon the meaning of their own being, rather than the consideration of the 

being of natural entities. Heidegger alludes to the same inability to think on this greater 

question of being when he connects it to our technology. Quoting him as such, 

Zimmerman relates, discussing a potential experience of technology, that “[o]ne finds the 

“experience” [Erlebnis] splendid. But one does not give the least thought to the fact that 

this experience is the purest affirmation of the Will to Power…Why is this grandiose 

mendacity possible? Because one…still does not think of being [Sein] even once and gets 

driven about by the oblivion of being [Seinsvergessenheit] in the purest oblivion.”172  

This takes the thesis of added value to task as well, concerned as it is with the 

broader thesis concerned with life. Once again the meaning that is acquired through 

thinking of death is amiss. Reacquiring this question then is conducive to dwelling and 

the recognition of the being of entities. Not only does it prevent the grasping for more 

experiences, but it makes a more meaningful and centred relationship more apparent. 

Those who support this position say something of the following however: that we can 

                                                      

171 Heidegger, Being and Time, 294. 
172 Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 209. 
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visit different landscapes and locales, visit and see at risk species, or travel to see 

environmental damage, and assist in fixing it all, suggesting that these technological 

devices are beneficial. This may be so for those who are so cut off from the natural world 

and whose only opportunity to travel to see these ‘natural’ places is through these 

machines. Not only would this increase the awareness of the meaning of nature, but 

would add value to these people’s lives who are usually alienated from such meaning. 

I resist supporting this though. While travelling and seeing nature may be 

worthwhile, and travelling itself is not antithetical to dwelling per se, the way this sort of 

thinking expresses itself is often unhelpful. Ironically, as we have seen, the travelling to 

these places becomes transitory and one of wandering placeless-ness. These mortals do 

not plan to stay there, and the sights they see are caught up in the travel industry. These 

places ultimately become one of instrumental value rather than a relationship where they 

be with these things, dwell with them. In another twist of fate, the machines that are used 

reacquire the de-valuing and challenging of other places, so that any environmental value 

in travelling here and there becomes moot by this process. This is not to say that such 

travelling may be beneficial, but rather, one must carefully examine the relationship to 

this travel. Dwelling with things is the goal. I take it if one were truly concerned with 

nature and environmental causes, one should find meaning and value in one’s own place. 

The point then is to reacquaint oneself with the place you are situated in. Give attention 

to the local. Death makes this awareness more possible insofar as it gives rise to the care 

for and seeing of potential where one is. This added value thesis merely gets caught up 

with the frenzied technological life. It cannot bring about dwelling. Death then is 

essential in reacquiring this sense of being. This realisation gives rise to the very question 
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of being, awakening the existential awareness of mortals. By it, humanity comes to know 

what authentic living might be, where true meaning may be found. One need not be 

uprooted as this thesis implies. 

While this meditation gives rise to the question of our own being, the 

technological lives we live, and the effects this has on other beings, posing new questions 

for why this should be, the connection to technology and dwelling may be put another 

way. I have already outlined in some way that the technological phenomenon is one of 

exponential boundless growth. How is it possible to stop this growth? Thinking about 

non-being seems to be of importance again. Technological growth seems so concerned 

with unbound potential and what can be that rarely is it thought or cared for what is. If 

we are to find a home with technology, then this pivot will be necessary. Death-

contemplation is important because it reins in the infinite, revealing the world as one that 

is both contingent and finite. This should make the dream for infinite progress to be one 

that is recognisably inauthentic, a goal unworthy of pursuit.173  

While this may stem the tide of technological development, the question may be 

raised still: what to do with current technological capabilities to challenge the earth into 

standing reserve? The answer once again rests on this awareness of ourselves as mortals. 

The sort of challenging is done so for a lack of awareness of being, by recognising 

                                                      

173 The ideology of progress that I make reference to here is one of infinity. The technological sees no end 

to that which it sees in achieving, mistakenly, missing that it only accomplishes enframing. This differs 

from any conception Heidegger might offer in moving towards some ideal way of being, which, while 

progress, is not progressive. This is to say that it has an end goal where no further need of improvement can 

be found. It is this end that technology misses. One might further suggest that rather than prompting us to 

live a more fulfilling life, or seeing who we really are, this thought of death might prompt renewed energies 

into attempts to technologically prolong life. I do not doubt that this might be a potential. But such people 

would not be embracing what we really are. Such attempts would close us off to our potential, rather than 

opening it up. We would become something inhuman. The thinking of death, if done without fear, shows us 

what our lives can be. If this turns to embracing the technological, human life would essentially be closed. 

This latter example was helpfully offered by Mick Smith. 
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finitude we appreciate that things exist. That we appreciate their existence makes it 

startling apparent that their non-existence would go amiss. That their existence would be 

turned into mass interchangeable resource and energy. Heidegger does state the humans 

are in fact the only beings capable of death.174 This may or may not be so. My point here 

is an expansion of the awareness of death and what that might mean for our awareness of 

being as a whole, and not our own individual being. The question is given precedence, 

which goes amiss in the technological world, which sees being and beings in merely in 

productive and utilitarian purposes. Interpreting Heidegger’s body of work would go 

amiss without this development of authenticity. Indeed, it proves useful in explaining 

how a dwelling may well be accomplished with technological devices.  

What I have been alluding to is that where dwelling is the goal, and that mortals 

are necessary for the sense of dwelling, then a fuller appreciation of the fact that it is 

mortals, beings that die and are aware of their death, that are significant to altering the 

technological world. If, as Heidegger suggests, that it is possible to dwell with 

technology, and dwelling consists in the finding of home and place, then the boundless 

pursuit and frenzied movements of technological life need to be shown to be what they 

are, inauthentic modes of being. Meditation on death, the awareness of finite beings, 

should centre this purposeless growth, and recognise what is truly worth living for. The 

technological world then might be one of an entire culture of inauthenticity. The 

problems of finding our place and meaning will go amiss until the deeper meaning of our 

being and authentic selves can be found. Understanding the dangers of technology, 

dwelling, and poetic thinking reacquire this acquisition of authenticity. By realigning 

                                                      

174 Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,” 328. 
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proper thinking and awakening the awareness of death might humanity be capable of 

dwelling with technological objects. In addition to poetic thinking, this contemplation 

and meditation on non-being will allow for the dwelling that is needed. 

Environmentally, this fits as an answer that explains how a dwelling with 

technological objects might be possible. Dwelling of course is the goal. While poetic 

thinking about beings will need to be developed, so too will thinking about non-being to 

stir our authentic lives. Deep down then, the ecological crisis may be connected to this 

inauthentic being, as well as the veil that covers the awareness of being. Our unawareness 

then is at root of the frenzied modes of production, the acquisitive nature of our resource 

exploitation, and the lack of seeing the potential expression of natural entities. The 

question of our very purpose lies at the bottom of the need for the technological world. 

That we have lost the meaning of dwelling lies at the bottom of this exploitation. I have 

outlined why technology is dangerous ecologically. It restricts the expression of entities 

as merely useful resources instead of things in their own rights that maintain essences. 

The boundless thinking makes anything into resource, made into anonymous and 

undifferentiated resource or energy. The need for ‘limitless’ potential of the ‘human 

project’ fundamentally underlie many of the environmental issues that occasion the 

modern world. This chapter seeks to make sense of dwelling in the context we now find 

ourselves without affording the loss of many useful technologies, but at the same 

affording a proper relationship with them. Taking up the new way of thinking should 

reaffirm being in appropriate ways. 

A return to limits, and a recognition of our own limits, releases us from the 

technological mindset of ceaseless productivity. It might do well to end on this note of 
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releasement. In Heidegger’s posthumously published interview with Der Spiegel he 

suggests that “only a God can save us.”175 Releasement is also noted to have connections 

with mystical notions of “giving oneself to God.”176 Elsewhere, Heidegger notes that a 

new revealing of gods will be needed.177 Mark Wrathall and Zimmerman understand in 

Heidegger that the rise of the technological world was one due in large part to the death 

of God, necessitating the loss of the old meaning of beings.178 From what was said in the 

last chapter, this can be easily be seen. By closing off the potentiality that lies in the 

godhead, something the poets are attuned with, then the falling into the uniform 

technological modes of thought naturally follow. Wrathall continues to state, following 

Heidegger’s lead in including the divinities in the fourfold, that these mutually condition 

each other. Wrathall contends that we must find a sense of the divine and be conditioned 

by it to find once again that which is “sacred” and the “holiness” of beings.179 I find 

myself sympathetic to this. However, it is also clear that mortals are the ones to be 

                                                      

175 Heidegger, “”Only a God Can Save Us,”” 107. 
176 Heidegger, “Memorial Address,” 54, note 4. 
177 The theme of the lost or hidden gods in Heidegger is common across various writings. In “What Are 

Poets For?” that “Poets are the mortals who, singing earnestly of the wine-god, sense the trace of the 

fugitive gods, stay on the gods' tracks, and so trace for their kindred mortals the way toward the turning.” 

See Heidegger, “What Are Poets For?,” 94; Earlier in the same work, Heidegger suggests that “[t]he default 

of God means that no god any longer gathers men and things unto himself, visibly and unequivocally, and 

by such gathering disposes the world's history and man's sojourn in it. The default of God forebodes 

something even grimmer, however. Not only have the gods and the god fled, but the divine radiance has 

become extinguished in the world's history”, continuing to suggest “The gods who "were once there," 

"return" only at the "right time"—that is, when there has been a turn among men in the right place, in the 

right way.” See Heidegger, “What Are Poets For?,” 91-92. 
178 Wrathall for instance suggests that every age up preceding the technological were based on an 

interpretation of God. It was only until the death of God that technology became dominant as a mode of 

world interpretation, writing that “[t]his interpretation of the death of God ultimately underwrites 

Heidegger’s reading of Nietzsche as the thinker of the technological epoch.” See Wrathall, “Between the 

Earth and the Sky,” 197-198; Zimmerman also relates for instance that “[w]ith the collapse of God, nothing 

stood in the way for humanity to make itself into a God-like entity, the “clever animal.” Zimmerman 

continues: “Nietzsche’s doctrine of the Overman, according to Heidegger, gave voice to the view of man as 

God-like producer and destroyer. Nietzsche, then, brought to a head what Heidegger regarded as the 

arrogance which characterized the entire history of modernity.” For the entire discussion on this 

connection, see Zimmerman, Heidegger’s Confrontation with Modernity, 186-190.  
179 Wrathall, “Between the Earth and the Sky,” 206-210.  
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conditioned to this fourfold. While awaiting the advent of the new God will be needed to 

finally end the technological modes of thought and production, this awaiting will not be 

taken up or searched for until the sense of finitude is reacquainted. Mortals must first find 

themselves again before finding the divinities. 

Again, this discussion is not unconnected to the environmental project that I 

initially framed this technological question in. If technological enframing is dangerous 

because of its encroachment on the authentic essence of things, its danger also lies in its 

inability to dwell. Returning to dwelling, and the free expression of these essences is that 

which is needed. This last chapter took up the question of dwelling with currently 

available technological devices. While maintaining that a releasement from the 

technological mindset, the essence of technology, is possible and that this might allow for 

the free being with technical objects, this chapter has tried showing how that might be. In 

examining in part what keeps the technological mind blind to itself, its essence hidden 

within technological apologetics, I have tried to uncover that it rests upon other attitudes 

that prevent knowing humanity in its authentic self as well. What was suggested in short 

was that a meditative mind, set on the question of death, or more appropriately non-being 

and our finite selves, will give rise to a proper recognition of being as a whole. I ended 

with a brief discussion relating to the question of the divine in order to show that this too 

will be needed to find a proper place in the world. Place is indeed the proper state of 

affairs. By it, a proper relation to nature will be accomplished.  

Still, what does this discussion mean? What ‘use’ is this to our very modern and 

rationalistic way of thinking? How could this talk of death and the gods prove to be a 

worthy approach? I can only make suggestions in this regard. As Heidegger himself said, 
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“I know of no paths to the immediate transformations of the present situation of the 

world, assuming that such a thing is humanly possible at all” and that “I know nothing 

about how this thinking “has an effect” [“wirkt”]. It may be that the path of thinking has 

today reached the point where silence is required to preserve thinking from being all 

jammed up just within a year. It may also be that it will take 300 years for it “to have an 

effect.””180 Heidegger’s stance is one of humility. Indeed, the question as to the ‘use’ of 

this way of thinking perhaps misses the point, in that this way of thinking is meant to 

avoid the merely instrumental. Still, there is reason and meaning that can be found in this 

thought, and even some ‘use.’ This consists in making apparent just how far-reaching this 

instrumental thinking has become, and that there is a calmer and more existential 

awareness that can be acquired in this way of thinking that does not seem as apparent in 

the technological way. Heidegger suggests that “[t]he sole possibility that is left for us is 

to prepare a sort of readiness, through thinking and poetizing.”181 The point is not to 

come up with solutions, for these solutions will be insufficient until this deeper existential 

state is readjusted. What is inculcated is a sort of humble attitude that is receptive to the 

idea that we cannot completely become masters. And it is this attitude that will make us 

more aware of our rootedness and connections with natural things. Heidegger’s thoughts 

on death offers this opportunity.  

This attitude cannot be acquired by rationalistic, philosophic thought, at least 

according to Heidegger. Deducing this by logic entails that once again we are capable of 

reaching this balanced state of affairs, to acquire it through our means. This cannot be 

                                                      

180 Heidegger, “”Only a God Can Save Us,”” 109-110.  
181 Heidegger, “”Only a God Can Save Us,”” 107.  
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done. Heidegger denied that he could even help lead us to this state.182 I cannot be any 

bolder. For now I only gesture towards a possible means of receptivity, and not to the 

solution itself. Whatever use it may be will be in its engendering of humility and 

awareness of things and being that seems to be closed off to the rationalistic. A sense of 

ourselves as mortals must come first. Only then could we even begin to comprehend the 

meaning and way of the mysterious god that Heidegger puts so much faith in. 

  

                                                      

182 Heidegger, “”Only a God Can Save Us,” 110.  
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Chapter VI 

Conclusion 

I began this discussion of the technological world as one being similar to that of 

Faust’s deal with the Devil. For immediate power, Faust would later lose his soul. In 

ways, this is similar to the technological world we live in, sacrificing a deeper sense of 

place and meaning for the immediate ‘benefits’ of modern technology. Indeed, this 

question into the effects of this technological enframing has been taken up, with the more 

reaching goal of investigating into its environmental effects. This discussion, beginning 

initially as rather intuitive judgments, quickly involved deeper considerations of more 

fundamental questions. And it were these that went further than the prima facie causes of 

technological objects themselves. What I found was a deeper sense of viewing the world, 

and a deeper sense of disorder than what is usually seen at first. As I concluded in the last 

chapter, a deeper sense of improper thinking lies at the core of the environmental crisis, 

being responsible for the technological thinking and lack of dwelling that make up further 

roots of the problem. 

Centred on Heidegger’s thought, I sought to critically develop his thinking as a 

diagnosis of the environmental crisis, and as a possible answer to it. As I have shown, 

there is much that can be drawn upon as ways of thinking deeper about this current state 

of affairs. What I have tried to do is make the connection with technology more central 

and apparent. This depended on an analysis of what this concept meant in Heidegger. In 

doing so, I made more explicit the notion of boundlessness as an aspect of the 

technological in Chapter III. The way the world was revealed as standing reserve was 

unlimited. The technological did not prevent any entity from being viewed this way. 
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Boundlessness in another sense too: technological humanity no longer cared for a 

particular place, time, or any limits to the ‘human project.’ So much so that the problems 

associated with the technological were all deduced to a lack of dwelling. It was this lack 

of dwelling that was the true problem in terms of technology’s infliction on nature.   

This question of dwelling was taken up in Chapter IV. Among the themes dealt 

with included Heidegger’s notions of poiesis, or authentic creation, the fourfold, and the 

powers of art, specifically poetry. These allowed for dwelling insofar as it stopped the 

frenzied boundlessness of technology, as well as opening up the true potential of entities 

and their authentic essences. I also delved into deeper considerations of building, and 

allowing the authentic expression of entities. I argued that authentic building was 

authentic insofar as it dealt with things respectfully, in consideration of those thing’s 

essences, maintaining their individuality and differentiation. Moreover, the thinking that 

was required to see these multiple potentials of the same thing, and what was proper to 

that thing, was part of the poetic imagination. This Heidegger saw as a salvation from the 

technological mind. Rather than merely seeing things as standing reserve, their essence 

merely one of utility for humanity, poetic thinking allows for revealing that is more 

attuned to their proper being. Thus, through poetic thinking, the limits that once alluded 

the technological mindset could once again be brought forward.  

Chapter V dealt more specifically with the question of dwelling with current 

technology. Noting in part the pragmatic side, as well as Heidegger’s stated faith in this 

possibility, it would appear that a complete rejection of modern technology would be 

unnecessary, if not entirely undesirable. Environmentally, this would entail a return to 

dwelling with technology. I explored two possibilities for this return: a poetic re-
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imagination of our current technological state, without seeing these objects as mere 

instruments for our use, and a more positive meditative thinking on death. I contended 

that the technological spirit was buttressed in part by two main forms of defence, that of 

preserving life as we know it, as well as the standard, quality, and overall increased 

valuing of life and the environment, now and in the future. Specifically this was 

addressed to a potential claim that a noticing of environmental value required, in part, 

technology. Both were, I thought, mistaken. Both forgot what it meant for humans to be 

humans, and that the loss of this question of death and our mortality gave rise to 

inauthentic modes of being that lay at the root of the technological world. While the death 

of God and a need for new divinities to centre our place in the world is called for, this 

will be for nought if technological humanity cannot reacquaint themselves with their own 

mortality. If the technological lies as an environmental threat, this inauthenticity so too 

needs to be addressed, 

  In many ways the issues dealt with this paper have been quite large. In addressing 

the claims that Heidegger’s philosophy might provide suitable grounds for an 

environmentally friendly attitude, the answer, I think, is a yes. In discussing this question 

with an eye to the technological, Heidegger’s philosophy revealed the deeper issues that 

face humanity in their relationship with the environment. While I focused in on the 

meaning of technology in this matter, this paper has also contributed a number of ideas 

that are of use to reacquiring a proper ecological mindset. These include the ideas of 

dwelling as facilitating a move away from the technological, more specifically arguments 

made in defence of proper building and living with things and letting them be, an 

interpretation of Heidegger’s meaning when he sees our salvation as lying in art, and a 
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more pervasive problem in inauthenticity at a broader cultural level. With commentaries 

from Don Ihde, Michael Zimmerman, and Mark Wrathall, I have tried to make 

Heidegger’s ecological contributions more explicit. Critically engaging with Heidegger, 

while proving in some ways difficult, has allowed me to make his claims more consistent, 

as well as to make his contributions to ecological thinking more apparent.  

Heidegger’s contribution to ecological thinking is highly valuable. Where 

reformists see the many problems that face the environment, Heidegger’s approach is 

useful in seeing the connections between these. While technology proves dangerous, only 

a return to limits, which is to say dwelling, and the finding of our authentic selves can 

mortals find a way to live properly with earth, sky, and divinities.  
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